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Section One 

Introduction 

Overview:  

If one were to begin counting Israel-State-centric history with biblical Joshua’s 

leadership, then Israel’s history spans over 3200 years. It is a vast, complex, multi-

variegated, epic history. It is rich in its roster of personalities that include the best and 

the worst of humanity’s examples, it follows conquests and it exiles Israel’s people and, 

it is situated in a region of the world that continues to make headlines: the Middle East. 

Parallel to the making of history is the way in which history is documented. In the 

ancient past hieroglyphics, cuneiform tablets, and parchment written in archaic 

languages there exist descriptions of a culture’s day-to-day activities; leadership, family 

intrigues, conflict and peacemaking, often provide archeological proof of a culture’s 

existence. Within the styles, methods, and forms of documented history are the tellers 

of history. They may have been classical cultural historians1, prophets, teachers, authors 

and poets or those to whom literacy transcended from the oral word to the written 

word. These history tellers are essential to our understanding of history and no matter 

when they transcribed their perspective on a certain chain of events, their analysis is 

interpreted as their individual point of view and their history telling may be the only 

artifact that has survived. In the case of current events, every fragment, every morsel of 

event telling from the disparate range of history tellers, to the journalists, to the 

                                                      
1 Josephus Flavius is the renowned Jewish historian at the time of the 2nd Temple’s destruction.  
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bloggers, to the pundits, to the leaders, to the historians, to the poets together yield a 

composite picture of that particular event.  Historians approach history differently from 

poets, in that they are bound to their distinct definition of history. It may be either 

through the study of what people have done and said and thought in the past; of 

biography as “a work of creative imagination in which the historian attempts to recreate 

the life and thoughts of a particular person who actually lived at a certain time”; or as 

“the study of man in his social aspects both past and present.”2  Poets reflect on history 

through their feelings assembled into words that may portray the consciousness of a 

movement or of a time or event. Theirs is a creative display as compared with a 

historian’s academic but also creative acumen.  

 

Rationale: 

This thesis has a singular purpose: to thoroughly understand the underpinnings 

of a particular time in State of Israel’s history, while choosing a less common 

documenter or creative teller of history that tells the underlying story through the 

words of the Israeli poet.  The selected era in Israel’s history is both dramatic and 

fundamental. This is the state-building period leading up to and following the 1948 War 

of Independence. It is through the lens of uniquely modern translated Hebrew poetry 

that this student of history will explore this Israel-centric, era driven moment in time in 

Jewish-Israeli history. This thesis will analyze two themes within the poetry and history 

                                                      
2 Norman Cantor and Richard Schneider, How to Study History, (Harlan Davidson, Inc, Wheeling, Illinois, 
1967) 17. 
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including socio/cultural and political. A third strand that straddles both themes is the 

domain of biblical references. They will also be analyzed within the Israeli poet’s use of 

bible reference as metaphor.  

The tensions discovered within the context of these themes will tease out the 

era’s distinctions and then, through the words of poetry, identify the deeply rooted 

connections between what the conditions are on the ground with what is surfacing in 

the national consciousness. The merging of an in-depth analysis of both Israeli history 

and poetry fulfills a personal passion for each of these subjects. It beckons this student 

to hypothesize that poetry is an uncommonly researched vehicle by which to teach a 

creative and piece of literary history-poetry- and that by reading and understanding the 

era’s greatest poetry voices one can peer into the psyche of a culture at this momentous 

time in Israeli-Jewish history. 

Why this thesis? Exploring poetry and history together in a relational sequence 

will have a multiplicative effect: It will further my understanding of Israel’s historical pre 

and early statehood successes and challenges and also will embellish this history lesson 

with the analysis of essential Israeli voices who, through poetry, creatively express 

Israeli deepest and sometimes darkest feelings. 

 

Context:  

Hebrew poetry has had a long illustrious history, a fruitful present, and a fluid 

future. Historically, our sacred Torah itself contains verses that are lyrically written 
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communications of events. A notable example is the Song at the Sea3 attributed to 

Moses (Exodus 15: 1-18) and to Miriam (Exodus 15: 20-21), Moses’ sister.  As The Song 

at the Sea describes their experience of the miracles of the splitting Reed Sea, the 

Children of Israel’s narrow escape into freedom, and the demise of Pharaoh and his 

chariot-powered troops as they drowned in the sea. Within the writings of the 21-

canonized Books of Prophets, poetic expressions are in written formats that include a 

variety of poetry infused prophecies often foretelling Israel’s dismal behavior and its 

resultant misery in exile as well as jubilant enunciations of future good times.  Isaiah, 

within the first chapter’s second verse, resorts to poetry to describe his observations of 

the Kingdom of Judah and Jerusalem during the reigns of Judean kings4. The Kituvim, the 

writings, include 13 books of Lamentations (Ei-kha), Psalms5, Song of Songs and other 

Tanakh6 specific books. They comprise the balance core of Judaic scripture and are quite 

literary-historical anciently produced and currently studied texts, and, they are nearly all 

prose and poetry.  

The history of Hebrew poetry that is topically flavored within the context of the 

Judaic lens did not end with the Tanakh. It has continued throughout the ages and has 

been influenced by world cultures with whom Jews have lived. Much of what 

                                                      
3 The Song of the Sea, JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh: The Traditional Hebrew Text and the New JPS 
Translation-Second Edition.  (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 1999). A copy of this text in 
found in the Appendix. 
4 Ibid.,  Isaiah 1:2-9 . A copy of this text in found in the Appendix.  
 
5 There are 150 Psalms. Succinctly described in the ArtScroll Book of Psalms, “In illness and in strife, in 
triumph and in success, the Jew turns to his Book of Psalms and lets David become the harp upon which 
his own emotions sing or weep.” 
 
6 Tanakh is the Hebrew Bible consisting of the Five Books of the Torah, The Books of the Prophets (21), 
and the Writings (13). 
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constitutes poetry within liturgy in contemporary prayer books is poetry known as 

piyyut. Piyyutim (the Hebrew plural form of piyyut) are supplemental-prayer poems that 

have been written since the 6th Century Palestine near the end of the Talmudic period. 

Piyyutim have been placed in significant service liturgy sections for both weekly and 

holidays as augmentations. Their mention is essential: tens of thousands of piyuttim 

have been written throughout the ages.  

One can identify a piyyut’s origin by its syntax, meter, form, construction and 

length. A 9th Century medieval Spanish pi’tan’s Adon Olam7 is fundamentally different 

from a pi’tan’s Lekhah Dodi from 14th Century Safed8 and one can detect within the 

language of the piyyut the distinct development of Hebrew.  

Poetry is dominant in modern secular and religious Jewish cultures and is used 

extensively within one of two streams: Jewish liturgy and secular creative expression. 

Across all Jewish denominations’ prayerbooks-Siddurim, are amalgamations of Tanakh 

phrases derived in particular from Psalms, from pre and post- 2nd Temple era pi’tanim9 

(those who compose piyyutim are called pi’tanim in the plural or pi’tan in the singular) 

                                                      
7 Adon Olam is a piyyut attributed to Solomon ibn Gabirol, (1021-1058) that is found in many siddurim 
defines God’s supremacy and is used to introduce morning services and conclude Shabbat and holiday 
morning services. Its use is so ubiquitous that it may be used as part of a nightly prayer, as a prayer 
recited at synagogue following the death of a loved one, and as a wedding song in Moroccan tradition. 
(Adapted from the Encyclopedia of Jewish Prayer by Macy Nulman.) 
 
8 Lekha Dodi is a piyyut attributed to Rabbi Solomon Alkabetz in 1529. This piyyut is specific to the 
Kabbalat Shabbat service on Friday evenings, is steeped in Kabbalist imagery and combines both rabbinic 
and biblical fragments with themes spanning Jerusalem, Shabbat’s value, and redemption. [Adapted from 
Macy Nulman, Encyclopedia of Jewish Prayer  (Jason Aronson, New Jersey-London, 1993) 223.] 
  
9L. Lieber, Piyyut (http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199840731/obo-
9780199840731-0059.xml,  August 2012). 
 

http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199840731/obo-9780199840731-0059.xml
http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199840731/obo-9780199840731-0059.xml
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as well as from many contemporary poets.  Liturgy is brimming full of poetry. However, 

liturgically merged poetry’s purpose differs from contemporary poetry in that poems 

like piyyutim are specific to a liturgical sequence, as in Shabbat or a particular holiday 

such as Yom Kippur, and are therefore religious, whereas non-liturgically based poetry 

broadly expresses a poet’s inner contemplations on any and all topics. Similarly, the 

pi’tanim speak the language of their cultural influences. Although the study of piyyutim 

and liturgical poetry in it of itself is a fascinating topic to explore, this thesis will be 

steeped in the confines of contemporary post-Ben Yehuda Hebrew poetry, in particular, 

modern Israeli poetry.   

Poetry also functions as a looking-glass into moments in time. Historians are 

more disciplined in their approach to history and are also a type of looking glass 

depending on the historian’s frame of reference. If they are political-institutional 

historians, then they will tell us about specific individuals’ accomplishments, what were 

their most significant speeches and how did government and law affect the details. If 

they are intellectually inclined, they may mine the feelings of ideas found in philosophy, 

art, literature and science. If they are economic historians then they will be mindful of 

the way in which a culture provides sustenance and how it controls its physical 

environment. If they are viewing history from a cultural perspective then they are 

considered a generalist and they will synthesize social, political and economical aspects 

from which to develop their ideas. In other words, historians have a broad range of 

perspective from which to paint history. 
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As compared with historians, poets speak in voices that often, whether directly 

or indirectly, give the reader hints or clues on how a people may be reflecting on an 

event that penetrates the population’s psyche to the core. Poets often speak in 

metaphor and simile, making use of language in a way that engages the reader in 

imagery, tempo and even rhyme. Poets can also have the effect of giving a reader a 

sense of emotion; how one is feeling as a result of an event; descriptions of all things 

sensual are the domain of a poet’s descriptions.  

  And what of these events? The emergence of the State of Israel following the 

War of Independence and British Mandate rule had the world wondering whether or 

not this small, untested country could manage to survive. The odds were against 

survival: six-hundred thousand inhabitants against a vast sea of forty million Arabs 

surrounded on every side by hostility, rhetoric and an imbalance of military resources. 

This calls to mind Parashat Shelah Lekha (Bemidbar-Numbers 13: 25-29) during which 

the spies representing each tribe were sent into the God Promised Land to report back 

their findings. The spies noted that within the land and on every side other inhospitable-

warring cultures reigned: Anakites within, Amalekites to the south in the Negev, Hittites, 

Jebusites, and Amorites to the north, and Canaanites to the west by the sea and to the 

east along the Jordan River. What was the probability that the Jewish State would not 

see the light of day and that all efforts of the past 50 years of the Zionist experiment 

would dissolve into yet another Jewish tragedy to be mourned by Diaspora Jewry? 

Fortunately, Israel survived this costly test. 
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The following table provides the salient literature sources referencing the intersection 

of history and poetry:  

Table 1: Framework for Crosswalk of Poetry and Historical Events 
 

Salient Literature: Readings, Poems, and 
Historical Resources 

  

 
History 
(only) 

Poetry Themes(only) 
Use of 
Biblical 
quotes 

1948 era Social-
Cultural Political  

Israel: A History Shapira (2012) 
 
x    

Israel: Gilbert (1998) x    

Israel Its Role in Civilization: Davis (1955) 
x 

   

The Israelis: Founders and Sons: Alon (1971)  

x 

   

ISRAEL AS A JEWISH STATE:  Elazar  (Fall 1990) 

 
x    

Jewish-Israeli Poetry, Dahlia Ravikovitch, and 
the Gender of Representation: Tsamir (2008) 

 

x x x 

The Modern Hebrew Poem Itself: Burshaw 
(1966) 

 
x x x x 

History of the War of Independence: Milstein 
(1997) 

 
x    

The Zionist Ideology: Shimoni (1955) 
 
    

 How to Study History: Cantor (1967) 
x 

   

Poets on the Edge: An Anthology of 
Contemporary Hebrew Poetry: Keller (2008) 

 
 
 
x x x x 

Israeli Poetry: A Contemporary Anthology: 
Bargad (1986) 

 
 
x x x x 

No Rattling of Sabers: An Anthology of Israeli 
War Poetry: Raizen (1995) 

 
 
x x x x 

T. Carmi and Dan Pagis: Mitchell )1976) 
 

   

Points of Departure: Pagis (1981) 
 

x x x 

At the Stone of Losses: Carmi (1983) 
 

x x x 

The Selected Poetry of Yehuda Amichai: Bloch 
& Mitchell (1986) 

 

x x x 
Found in Translation: Friend (2006)     
Language And Theme In The Piyyut — And Its 
Derivations: W. Jac. Van Bekkum (1985)  

 
  x 
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Section Two will synthesize the 1948 era’s note-worthy historical circumstances 

together with poetry through which common themes of social-cultural, political, or 

biblical will be elucidated. It is the opinion of this researcher that these themes may be 

understood best as perspectives with the subtext that both history and poetry analyses 

can be, among many angles, categorized by their effect on a society’s social-cultural 

delineators. A political category is perhaps, the basest and nearly always stated 

descriptor but its mention is necessary due to its ever-present demeanor. Biblical is not 

a category and may at first be considered an odd choice, however, under the guise of 

both Israel and poetry, there are many instances when history of a neighborhood or a 

mountain pass or a biblical aged inference coated with archeological evidence is 

described, noted, compared to modern day neighborhoods or mountain passes. The 

Hebrew Bible is relevant and the occurrence of its mention is like taking a template that 

serves as a first 5000 year old surface and overlaying it with a current today’s surface, 

connecting the two.  

Section Three will serve as a conclusion whose purpose is to answer the only 

question a thesis may ask: Did we learn something from this exercise? Did this study add 

another fragment of knowledge to the infinite pool of interpreting history through the 

lenses of poets? 

Articles in Hebrew Studies and Prooftext by 
Gluzman (1993, 2003 & 2012)  

 
 
x x x x 

Articles In Hebrew Studies by Ari Ofengender 
(2006 & 2010) 

 
x x  x 

Does David Still Play Before You: Israeli Poetry 
and the Bible: Jacobs (1997) 

 
  x 
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Section Two 

 

I. A Review of Pre-State History: Political ramifications 

 

The State of Israel did not magically transform itself into a functioning, coordinated, 

centrally organized entity overnight. Rather, by the time the thirty–eight signatories 

penned their names to the Declaration of Independence on May 14, 1948, a short 51 

years of thoughtful organizational practice had transpired from the 1897 First Zionist 

Congress, the 1917 Balfour Declaration, the 1922 League of Nations Mandate which 

recognized “the historical connection of the Jewish people with Palestine” and the 

“grounds for reconstituting their national home in that country,10”provided by   and the 

United Nations General Assembly vote on November 29, 1947 affirming the two-state 

partition proposal.  

Organization, however, was not created in a vacuum. Since the First Aliyah Zionists 

landed in Palestine under Ottoman Empire jurisdiction to the arrival of the pre-State 

post-Holocaust survivors at the end of the British Mandate, Jewish immigrants brought 

with them some institutions (Examples include but are not limited to Poale Tzion. It was 

brought from Eastern Europe.) while others were developed only in Eretz Israel (EI) such 

                                                      
10  The 1922 League of Nations resolution recognized the Balfour Declaration as the basis for giving Great 
Britain a Mandate over Palestine. Every Mandate approved by League of Nations had a final goal 
statement, the Balfour Declaration was such a statement by England. 
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as the Kibbutz and Histadrut which organized completely new Zionist movement 

leadership and party structure replete with committees to manage individual 

movements’ members.  It must be noted that Jewish communities in exile from the 

destruction of the first Temple in 586 B.C.E. were well tuned and had practiced the art 

of regulating, legislating, and thoroughly caring for its own on all levels within other 

kingdoms, commonwealths and countries.  Many of these self-help institutions existed 

in EI as in the Diaspora before and at the time of the Zionist movement. 

The establishment of the Histradrut, The General Federation of Jewish Labor in 

1921, is illustrative. Prior to its founding there existed several labor Zionist groups which 

competed for workers’ memberships.  With the influx of the Third Aliyah’s 35,000 

young, idealistic left-leaning Zionistic immigrants predominately Russia leaving to fulfill 

their socialist and Zionist ideals and from pogrom-ridden Poland, a new energy forced 

the merging of the disparate labor organizations into one centralized group. The 

creation of the Histadrut was both an attempt to find a way of uniting labor factions 

after an attempt to unite labor parties into one party (Hapoel Hatzair and Poale Tzion ) 

into one new party (Ahdut). After unification of parties failed, labor leaders were fearful 

that lack of unity would cause the Zionist enterprise to develop along “capitalist” lines. 

The Histadrut was an attempt to either prevent or weaken that development.  Its 

strength lied in its leadership and the resolve of idealistic young Zionists who were 

inclined to not only speak the language of A.D. Gordon, but to act on it11. Unlike other 

                                                      
11 A.D. Gordon was the quintessential Labor Zionist thinker. He was a member and an ideologue of Hapoel 
Hatzair not Labor Zionist- Briefly Labor Zionist or Poale Zion considered themselves both Marxist and 
Zionists, Hapoel Hatzair saw their socialism as developing from other sources- they turned to AD Gordon  
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labor organizations in either the Diaspora or the Yishuv, the Histadrut provided the 

impetus, substance, and resources to absorb, settle, and create working opportunities 

for immigrants. It had two main arms: “the constructive arm, assigned to building the 

country through settlement, cooperatives, and contract work, and the professional arm, 

representing the workers in relation to the employers.”12 

In the case of the Yishuv, one of the main challenges to the governing body, the 

Jewish Agency13 was to function as a parallel government separate from the British 

Mandatory one.14 Many parties (ideologically different Zionist movement groups) 

represented the full political and religious spectrum from extreme right (Betar) to the 

extreme left Jewish Communist party, each wielded power within their ranks. Reining in 

each separate party’s leadership into a singular all-Yishuv leadership was an incremental 

process beginning as early as the 1920’s.  The Jewish Agency for Palestine only became a 

formal institution in 1929. It was both political-consulting frequently with the British 

                                                      
for inspiration. According to Gideon Shimoni in his book entitled, The Zionist Ideology, (Brandeis 
University Press of New England, Hanover, NH, 1955), 212, “Given Gordon’s diagnosis of the Jewish 
problem and his vision for Zion, it followed that no means were more important than Jewish self-labor in 
the up-building of the envisioned society.”  In Gordon’s words, Zionist regeneration was individualistic 
Zionism. “…it demanded of each and every one that he transform himself so that the galut Jew within him 
becomes a liberated Jew; so that the impaired, shattered, unnatural person within him may become a 
natural, healthy, person true to himself.” Ibid., 213. 
 
12 Anita Shapira, Israel: A History, (Brandeis University Press, Walham, MA, 2012) 122. 
 
13 Challenges to the Yishuv’s Jewish Agency were not confined to compliance with the Mandatory 
government’s laws. They were many, including the politics of immigration, in-fighting with both internal 
and external right and left leaning parties, and basic management of developing economic, social, and 
cultural infrastructures. 
 
14 “One could argue that Jewish Agency began to assume some of these functions, but it certainly was not 
officially supposed to. The formation of Jewish Agency was based on a clause in the Mandate which called 
for a Jewish agency which Great Britain would consult before major policy changes or initiatives. Formally 
it wasn’t even Zionist as 50% of its membership and leadership positions were held by Non-Zionists.” This 
quote is attributed to my thesis advisor, Dr. Jerry Kutnick. 
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(From the beginning it had its own political department.) and economic (it called itself 

interested in ”upbuilding” Palestine). By the 1930’s the Jewish Agency’s dominant 

concern consisted of matters of economic development including private versus public 

capital to build the country. Monetary concerns were then superseded by matters of 

national authority. Then, in the later half of the 1930’s the focus shifted yet again from 

the governance of the national authority to matters of security and dealing with illegal 

immigration.  

 

Security 

The Haganah was established in the 1920’s to provide security to outer lying 

kibbutzim and moshavim and moshavot settlements but its role was marginal both in its 

meager funding and its operational significance.  It became a department within the 

labor movement’s Histadrut organization. As a reaction to the Haganah’s weak stature 

and purpose, the Irgun (Irgun Tzva’I Leumi-the Hebrew acronym “Etzel” for National 

Military Organization) broke off in 1931 to become an extreme-ist right-wing activist 

military arm that answered only to its movement’s leader, Ze’ev (Vladimir) Jabotinsky. 

This reactionary group split again into a more fundamentalist group in 1940 called 

Lohamei Herut Yisrael (“Lehi” is the Hebrew acronym meaning Fighters for the Freedom 

of Israel), or the Stern Gang. Both the Irgun and the Stern Gang were underground 

organizations that were not under the control of the national authority. 

The Jewish Agency, in keeping with the Mandatory government’s edicts, did not 

formally manage the Haganah because to do so would be in direct violation of the law 
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because defense matters were officially the responsibility of the Mandate Authority.  

Once Ben-Gurion became the Chairman of the Jewish Agency Executive, the dominant 

member of the Jewish Agency in 1933 after more than a decade leading the Histadrut, 

the Haganah, although still under the wing of the Histadrut, accepted the Jewish 

Agency’s authority in a curious way: by establishing a paramilitary body with its own 

separate leadership that ultimately took orders, albeit unofficially, from the Jewish 

Agency hierarchy. This arrangement allowed the Haganah to act as if it was still an 

insignificant Histadrut weak department and not a military arm of the Jewish Agency 

under the close watch of the Mandatory government15. Between the 1936 Arab Revolt, 

the issuance of the 1939 White Paper and at least the first two years of World War II, 

there were moments of security-military cooperation with the Mandatory powers. As 

violence became pandemic within the Yishuv both against Arab militias and British 

troops, the Haganah was forced to go underground in order to plan and execute 

defensive and offensive tactics.  

Illegal Immigration  

Up until the presentation of the Peel Commission’s Report on July 27, 1937 

which suggested that Palestine be partitioned into two states, the annual legal 

immigration cap was set at 60,000. The 1936 number represented the highest cap 

allowed during the Mandate period. Each year economists would suggest a different 

                                                      
15 That is not to say that the Mandatory government wasn’t aware of who was ultimately in charge of the 
Haganah. A British military operation called “Operation Agatha” in June 1946, rounded up hundreds of 
members of leadership in both the Histadrut and the Jewish Agency to stop the underground military’s 
weapon stashing, catching the Yishuv by surprise on a day also known as “Black Sabbath.” 
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one based on the economy’s ability to  absorb new immigrants. Arab protests and 

pressure caused the British government to severely restrict Jewish immigration at a time 

when European Jews were feeling the brunt of Nazi anti-Semitism. March 1938 marked 

Hitler’s extended rule over Austria, the 1935 Nuremberg Laws were enforced in Austria 

and deportations began to Dachau concentration camp. Legal immigration became 

restricted and in 1938-1939 only 4,235 Jews emigrated. The 1939 White Paper provided 

the Jewish Agency the impetus to found the Mossad l’aliya bet (Organization for 

Immigration Bet-the code word for illegal immigration), an arm of the Haganah, whose 

expressed purpose was to manage the details enabling illegal immigration in all its 

dimensions. Illegal immigration was truly spawned by unrealistic immigration quotas 

imposed by the Mandate which clearly did not want the Jews to gain majority status.  

Originally, the Jewish Agency opposed it because illegal immigrant numbers were 

subtracted from legal quota numbers, but by 1938, the pre-state national authority 

supported it wholeheartedly. After World War II, even the Zionist Executive implicitly 

supported illegal immigration as one method to thwart British efforts to limit 

immigration.  

In summation, under Ben-Gurion’s leadership by consensus the Yishuv’s Zionist 

Executive did the seemingly impossible: this consensus “comprised the emotional, 

psychological, and organizational foundations that made it possible to mobilize most of 

the public institutions, organizations, and groups of the Yishuv for the struggle for 
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independence.”16 And the glue that fastened it together was the immigrant populations’ 

identification with a nationalist objective based in Zionist ideology.   

 

Social-Cultural Ramifications 

Pre-state Yihuv’s social-cultural dimensions may be characterized by many 

factors. Isolating a particular component, the demographics, will suffice to explain the 

importance of the perceived difference between the old-world Diaspora Eastern-

European17 Jew and the new Jew. The old Jew was weak18, averse to physical work, 

quiescent to government control, and unable to stuck in a completely dependent often 

impoverish existence. According to this view, the new Jew was the antithesis and the 

reason that Zionism became the new Jew’s movement was rooted in their absolutist 

features: strong, nature-loving, pioneering, productive, secular, worldly-educated and, 

driven by a utopian image of controlling their own destiny by establishing their own 

state. It was the new Jew who would emigrate to Palestine and despite the hardships, 

would tough it out, countering the urgings of parents in Europe to come to their senses 

and return “home”.  

It was the concept of halutz-pioneer that grabbed the spirit of members of the 

European Zionist youth movements. Martin Buber, in his essay entitled, “Character 

                                                      
16 Shapira, 130. 
17 Eastern European Zionist youth movement members dominated the first three waves of immigration. 
There were also Yemenite Jews as well as Jews from Western countries, however, their numbers paled in 
comparison.  
 
18 It is important to state that pro-Zionist activists held this controversial depiction of the religious, 
orthodox, Jewish stereotype. 
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Change and Social Experiment in Israel”19 is careful in his translation of halutz. “…a 

halutz is a very singular kind of pioneer. He is, first of all, a pioneer who does not want 

to create something new, but to restore in a new and modern form something that 

existed in its glory many centuries ago, And the memory of the glory will restore it, not 

as it was, but in a new form adequate to our needs of today and our modern mode of 

life, to our longing and our most profound feeling as Jews and as men.” Buber calls 

attention to those who made the journey, as either being spiritually or naturally 

selected and regards them as the best representatives of this new Jew who were 

cosigned to build the Jewish state. 

The two stanzas of Shaul Tschernichovsky’s poem20, “I Believe,” written in 1892 

represent the core of the future halutz: 

 

Then my people too will flourish 

And a generation shall arise 

In the land, shake off its chains 

And see light in every eye. 

 

                                                      
19 Moshe Davis, Israel: Its Role in Civilization, (The Seminary Institute of the Jewish Theological Seminary 
of America, New York, 1956) 206-207. 
 
20 In an October 2013 issue of Ha’aretz, Tschernichovsky’s poem, “I Believe,” was being considered as a 
replacement to Israel’s national anthem, “Hatikvah.” Vivian Eden, This Is the Poem That Could Replace 
'Hatikvah (http://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/culture/poem-of-the-week/.premium-1.552160Poem of 
the Week, Oct 13, 2013). Refer to the Appendices for the complete poem. 
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It shall live, love, accomplish, labor 

In the land it is alive 

Not in the future, not in heaven – 

And its spirit shall henceforth thrive. 

----------21 

 

The new Jew, besides not being afraid to pick up a hoe and learn to farm or lay 

down roads, or build settlements was also not afraid to take up arms and defend 

him/herself. The sabra, an indigenous prickly fruit-producing cactus, become the symbol 

best fit to describe the halutz: thorny on the outside and sweet on the inside. They were 

said to be “frank and direct, honest and brave, free of the hypocritical mannerisms of 

bourgeois society, with strength that lay not in words, but in deeds.22” 

Much credit must go to the failure of Soviet’s Bolshevik Revolution in pushing 

many young Jewish revolutionaries to realize that they would not reap lasting 

sustenance from any other country’s revolution. Their experience with organizing for a 

cause, embracing fundamental ideology that included egalitarianism and socialism from 

which to build a new society was key to helping form in Palestine its essence based in a 

collectivist spirit.  The Second Aliyah was more about the individual. The Third Aliyah, 

from which the heart and soul of the burgeoning leadership of the Yishuv derived, was 

cut from collectivism. This culture expanded on the kibbutz movement initiated by the 

                                                      
21 Throughout this thesis, ------ will indicate that the poem being discussed is only part of the poem.      
 
22 Shapira, 137. 
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2nd aliyah and greatly expanded thru 3rd Aliyah. The reality of individualism versus 

collectivism can be best understood when one analyzes numbers of ideological young 

immigrant Zionists whose words and passions spoke louder than their actions. Many 

began with intentions to be a good laborer or a kibbutznik and a startling number ended 

up moving to Tel Aviv abandoning ideology for their pursuit of individual gain. The good 

news for the ideologically minded immigrants is that they were free to choose a 

preference or even to vacillate between the individual and the collective. A proper 

demonstration of this dynamic is found in Nathan Alterman’s poetry. His weekly 

newspaper column, “The Seventh Column,”23 shared with wide-readership poems that 

were examples of the collectivist strand of Yishuv ethic. His first book, Kokhavim Bahutz 

(Stars Outside), was cut from the individual’s perspective. 

Regarding intellectual activities that informed social/cultural development in the 

Yishuv, one may understand it by reviewing art, music, and the evolution of the modern 

Hebrew language. Mordecai Narkiss’s essay, “Jewish and Universal Trends in 

Contemporary Israeli Art,”24 describes that as early as 1906, the visionary Boris Schatz, a 

sculptor on his own right, founded Bezelel, an art school in Jerusalem.  Schatz wanted a 

school that would give the Jewish artist freedom not only from the restrictions of 

creative expression endemic in other European cultures and within some religious 

Jewish circles, but also free from persecution that had previously limited their 

                                                      
23 The “Seventh Column” by Nathan Alterman was featured in the Labor Movement’s weekly newspaper, 
“Davar”, which later become a two-volume collection that documented the thirties and forties as it 
transpired. The poems in the column reflected that week’s events and distilled, from his poetry and 
personal perspective what was happening on the ground at that particular moment in time. 
 
24 Davis, 194-196. 
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participation. His vision still applies to today’s Israeli art. The earliest generation of new 

Yishuv artists were caught in the groove that had on one side a Jewish lens from which 

to caste their skill and on the other side the universal methods that predominated. After 

all, art was born by European art styles and Europe-born Jewish artists, such as Chagall 

and Soutine were moved by “Jewish thinking, Jewish feeling, even the sharp irony and 

self-criticism of Jewish humor, [which] became integral parts of this art whose influence 

came to be like that of the giant Sholom Aleichem upon the old Jewish learning and the 

modern Jewish literature.”25 Chana Orloff represented artists who were born in Europe, 

immigrated to Palestine in 1905, and then traveled to Paris to study at the Ecole des 

Arts Decoratifs. Orloff’s sculptures were frequently known Israeli notables captured in 

sculptural portraits. A number of her monuments were connected to Israeli history but 

her art was influenced by her exposure to pre and post World War I Paris including the 

styles found in other Jewish-European artists, Jacques Lipchitz and Amedeo 

Modigliani.26 

Music, according to Milton Katim’s essay, “Music-Making in Israel,”27 “is a basic 

essential of life itself.” He remarks that music was everywhere and that, in the early 

days of the new State, in the Tel Aviv-Jaffe population of 358,000, there were 10,000 

subscribers to the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra’s (IPO) season and a lengthy waiting 

                                                      
25 Ibid., 201-202. 
 
26 Adapted entry from Ruth Markus, Artists: Yishuv and Israel: 1920-1970, (The Jewish Women’s Archive 
Encyclopedia, http://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/artists-yishuv-and-israel-1920-1970). 
 
27 Davis, 185. 
 

http://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/artists-yishuv-and-israel-1920-1970
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list. A comparable ratio would include over one quarter of a million subscribers to New 

York City’s Philharmonic season’s ticket holders. Music may be regarded as a cultural 

norm that gives all members of the population access. Katims, a guest conductor to the 

IPO provides an explanation of his experience at the end of a concert and the concert 

go-ers reaction. “… these people sense the need for expressing  through their cheers 

and applause, the triumph of their cause-the vindication of their sacrifices.”28  His 

observations of children in rural and urban settings were regarding their broad and on-

going music education which ranged along the spectrum of liturgical, folk and 

contemporary to the classics. 

Hebrew contributed largely to the cultural cohesion of the Jewish Yishuv. Ben-

Yehuda may be considered the father of modern Hebrew. Curiously, the earliest known 

reference to spoken Hebrew attributed to him exists in only one line in his now famous 

article entitled, “A Weighty Question,” published in the Viennese Hebrew Monthly, 

Hashahar, in March 1878.   “We Hebrews, indeed, have an advantage in that we possess 

a language in which we can even now write anything we care to, and which it is also in 

our power to speak if only we wish.” Originally, he believed that Hebrew’s revival would 

be literary since there were centuries of precedence and that in order for this new 

literary Hebrew era to occur all that was needed was a homeland in which to write it. 

One can argue that Hebrew did not go through a revival. It had never died. Hebrew has 

been a language leading a “partial life, as long as it is regularly employed by a 

                                                      
28 Ibid., 186. 
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community for some social purpose.”29  An interesting anecdote to Ben-Yehuda’s shift 

to embracing the possibility of spoken Hebrew came on the heels of him receiving news 

of the Hashahar article’s publication. He met a visitor, a Mr. Zundelman, some random 

guest of a friend with whom he wanted to share his good news, and the two of them 

conversed about the article and the future of Zionism and the implications of the 

Hebrew language for two hours in Hebrew, without stammering.  This expeditious 

meeting caused Ben-Yehuda to come to the realization that Hebrew WAS in fact a 

language that can be spoken. He also realized that in order for the language to become 

more user-friendly and modernized, it would require distinct augmentations. The 

publication of his article elicited support all over Eastern Europe and soon thousands of 

Jews in the Pale of Settlement began speaking Hebrew to one another. 

The actual revival began when Ben-Yehuda shifted his thinking as he considered 

speaking Hebrew a pure and unadulterated political act. Itamar Even-Zohar in his essay, 

“The Emergence of a Native Hebrew Culture in Palestine, 1882-1948”, reviews the 

migration of predominantly Eastern European to Palestine and how they deliberately 

invented a “new Jew” governed by Zionist ideology, thus creating an alternative culture 

from that of their birth countries. Within this new culture was their acceptance of 

Hebrew. He presumes that a fundamental reason for adoption of the Sephardic 

pronunciation lies in the mere fact that Ashkenazi pronunciation sounded too much like 

Yiddish, even though Ashkenazi forms were closer to correct pronunciations. However, 

Hebrew was secondary to Yiddish for most immigrants. Hebrew moved from position of 

                                                      
29 Chaim Rabin, The National Idea and the Revival of Hebrew, (Studies in Zionism, 7, Spring 1983) 34. 
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sacred written language of Judaism to a secular one while the opposite occurred to 

Yiddish-it became a “high “ language of literature. There was distinct competition 

between the two languages. The Zionist Movement, while garnering support in Poland, 

was averse to banning Yiddish’s use because even its leadership, including Ben Gurion, 

used it to communicate to its constituents at rallies. The language tide began to turn as 

mass immigration began filling pre-State streets, forcing new immigrants to learn 

Hebrew.  As early as the mid-1920’s a Tel Aviv organization existed named the Legion of 

the Defenders of Language. It functioned as a Hebrew language police. The organization 

promoted Hebrew speaking both in the Yishuv and the Diaspora.30  However, it was 

Hitler’s killing machine that did tip the balance of Eastern European Yiddish speakers. 

The Holocaust and its millions of Yiddish speakers lost did more to extinguished the 

Yiddish flame than any Yishuv mandates to force Hebrew on its population.  

Socialization of the disparate fractions of the pre-State demographic was an 

essential component that resonated in both public and private domains and was 

intentionally orchestrated. This included propagating the halutz ethic with Hebrew 

teaching for all ages as well as by disseminating daily newspapers that featured the 

goodness of left leaning Labor Zionism. The Histadrut established its own publishing 

entity, Am Oved (working nation) designed to provide intellectual, cultural, and political 

nourishment for the movement’s readers as well as for all of society with the intent to 

change it into a “worker’s” society. A theatre (Ha’ohel-the Tent), a sport organization 

                                                      
30 A 1927 Jewish Telegraphic Agency clipping noted their first conference in Jerusalem in which Haim 
Nahman Bialik among others convened seminars to promote methods to spread the use of Hebrew. 
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(Hapo’el-the Worker), as well as worker’s housing in planned neighborhoods equipped 

with schools, green spaces and vegetable gardens all helped define and socialize families 

of Histadrut officials and permanent Jewish labor. This left leaning sizable population 

was easily identifiable by their external cultural expressions including their choice of 

clothing, folk dancing, group sing-alongs, and the secularization of the Jewish calendar.31 

In distinct contrast to the left’s pronounced efforts of fanning the flames of all-things-

labor/socialist perspective there existed the opposite bourgeois culture. Tel Aviv was its 

capital. For all immigrants for whom the bell of leftist labor ethos did not toll, a 

European-styled culture replete with high fashion shops, street-sided open coffee 

houses and cafes, beaches, movie theatres, and an annualized festival schedule posed 

as a seductive counterbalance to the simple socialist culture. Together, both “sides” 

memorialized the passing of their heroes with rally-like public funeral displays of 

mourning. Large public gatherings were common for political events as well as 

demonstrations of solidarity and loyalty to the Yishuv leadership. 

It was the educational system that fundamentally brought all groups together. 

Part and parcel to its purpose was to “inculcate in the younger generation a 

commitment to the Zionist idea . Every Friday children came to school with a donation 

to the Jewish National Fund(JNF), which they put in the JNF Blue Box. The class that 

collected the most money won a commendation, with songs in the accompanying 

                                                      
31 The Labor Zionist Movement reinvented the 3-main pilgrimage holidays, Pesach, Shavuot, and Succot 
from religious biblically derived and described holidays to purely agricultural ones. In example, Pesach 
was recast without the traditional recitation of the Haggadah and instead, replaced with a composite of 
current readings that reflected contemporary issues. 
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ceremony stressing the importance of these contributions for redeeming the land.”32 

The concept of “art-zenu,” our land, and “ertetz moledet,” homeland, become school 

children’s mantra. Tree planting making the desert bloom was implicitly encouraged, as 

was the rhetoric that blamed the Arabs for the destruction of original forests. Youth 

movements along with school curriculums emphasized Jewish history of the land by 

showcasing biblically referenced locations and infusing old biblical history with new 

Zionist history in the making, driving home the point of Zionism: this is our land and it 

has been our land for thousands of years. Anita Shapira assumes that had a survey been 

taken after World War II and before the Independence Day War “the majority would 

have recited the standard slogans about ‘inverting the pyramid33’ and establishing a 

workers’ class in Palestine, the importance of the pioneer, the wonders of the country’s 

youth, the malice of the British, and the backwardness of the Arabs.” 34 There was a 

collective sense that everyone would follow the lead of Ben-Gurion and that most would 

be willing to do whatever was asked of them for the greater good of the pre-State 

enterprise.  

 

 

                                                      
32 Shapira, 150. 
33 As it pertains to the Yishuv and its governance, Ber Borochov, one of the founders of the Labor Zionist 
movement “argued that the class structure of European Jews resembled an inverted class pyramid where 
few Jews occupied the productive layers of society as workers. A Jewish state would allow immigrants to 
form the proletariat, carrying out the goals of a Marxist class struggle. The base of the pyramid-the long 
base raising up above the triangle’s point- would have the masses of workers controlling the country’s 
economy. 
 
34 Ibid., 150-151. 
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II. A Review of the U.N. Partition Plan Vote through The War of Independence 
 

It would be presumptuous to write that there was a complex set of conditions that 

escalated into the War of Independence following the November 29, 1947 United 

Nations General Assembly vote to partition Palestine. One can be assured that between 

the British who were soon to abandon their Mandate hold on administrating Palestine, 

the indigenous Arab communities, and the external Arab states, Ben-Gurion had little 

time to celebrate the U.N.’s vote. So keen was his sense of what was to come that he 

had already solicited the support of American Diaspora wealth in 1945 to begin arming 

and developing an arms industry for the eventual new state army. By the fall of 1947, 

the Haganah, previously a side-branch of the Histadrut, became official. Ben-Gurion led 

this newly organized National Command, a clandestine35 army under the leadership of 

Yigael Yadin with four brigades: in the south, north, center and in Jerusalem consisting 

of 2,100 men and women with arms experience and more than a thousand that had 

been trained, at the ready. 

Israel Galili, the chief of the Haganah High Command, prophetically remarked in 

October 1947: “The trouble will not begin with someone blowing the big horn and 

announcing throughout the country, ‘Let’s start rioting.’ The beginnings are normally 

‘not serious’, sporadic, insignificant. A few shots here and there, some isolated attacks; 

these accumulate, ignite and spread gradually, step by step.”36 The next five months 

                                                      
35 The Haganah was illegal according to the Mandatory government therefore everything related to 
defense or strategic planning was conducted undercover. Pseudonyms became code names for 
everything: bullets were cherries or plums, rifles were pipes and pistols were sprinklers. 
 
36 Martin Gilbert, Israel: A History, (William Morrow & Company, Inc., New York, 1998) 151-152. 
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marked frequent but not coordinated acts of terror throughout the Yishuv: a bus was 

attacked traveling from Netanya to Jerusalem, the Tel Aviv Hatikvah Quarter attacked by 

Jaffe Arab residents, the Jewish commercial center in Jerusalem was attacked by a mob 

of 200 Arabs with the British troops looking on but doing nothing to stop the looters. 

Outer lying settlements were particularly vulnerable. Many settlements in the Negev 

were isolated, however the National Command provided some support in the way of 

arms and Palmach (Pelugot Hamahatz-meaning striking force, was the elite Haganah 

forces that originally functioned as a branch of the kibbutz movement’s defense 

organization) to resist Arab incursions. The fighting and killing was not one-sided. The 

Stern Gang and the Irgun actively fought back, often killing innocent civilians. By the end 

of 1947 the Haganah formed a new policy of retaliation warning Arabs by distribution of 

leaflets and radio broadcasts that offenders would be eliminated. The Va’ad Leumi-

National Council consisted of twenty to thirty members representing all the major 

factions in the Yishuv. The Va’ad primarily concentrated its efforts on the internal affairs 

expanding to the management of education, welfare and health care services. Its 

Political Department was tasked with Arab relations. It was through this department 

that the released a proclamation to the Arabs stating ‘Expel those among you who want 

blood to be shed, and accept the hand which is outstretched to you in brotherhood and 

peace.’  

Through the spring of 1948 details of individual isolated and deadly battles, 

secretive arm caches strategically unloaded from random planes and boats and 

redistributed to settlements under the cover of night, weary British troops counting the 
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days of their exit from the two-sided powder keg all speak to the chaos that became the 

War of Independence.  One tragic and horrific massacre of Arab civilians during these 

pre-war skirmishes was carried out by the Irgun and Stern Gang’s on April 9 at Deir 

Yassin-a tragedy that continues to foment hatred in the psyche of Palestinian Arabs to 

this day. The tit-for-tat wanton killing was reciprocated on April 15 with the death of 

Jewish doctors, nurses and patients on their way to Hadassah Hospital. Yigael Yadin and 

the entire Haganah adopted strategic plan, Plan D or Daled37 which became the 

Haganah’s operational plan. It’s introduction states: 

“1. Introduction 

(a) The objective of this plan is to gain control of the areas of the Hebrew state 

and defend its borders. It also aims at gaining control of the areas of Jewish 

settlement and concentration which are located outside the borders [of the 

Hebrew state] against regular, semi-regular, and small forces operating from 

bases outside or inside the state… 

 

Plan Daled effectively gave Haganah units the authority to clear Arab villages, stipulated 

in the Plan’s directive to gain control of areas. Another dynamic also working to 

encourage mass Arab migration out of cities came directly from the Arab Higher 

                                                      
37 There is much controversy related to the consequences of the Haganah proceeding with Plan D. Benny 
Morris, a contemporary historian writes widely on this topic. He objects to the actions associated with 
Plan D. According to Morris, the actions precipitated the forced migration of the local Arabs, many of 
whom generations later, still reside in refugee camps.  Please refer to the Appendices for an abridged 
version of Plan D. 
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Command based in Damascus38. In the case of Haifa, Jewish residents campaigned to 

dissuade the exiting Arabs in an effort to prevent their exodus, but to relatively little 

effect. 

Both the Arab and the Yishuv defense forces jockeyed for position throughout 

the spring of 1948 before the British troops formally pulled out. The Haganah captured 

Safed and Tiberius and lost the Eztion Block on May 13 during which their last radio 

message reported “…a desperate Masada battle was waged in the village.” There were 

no survivors. Fighting continued to intensify.   At the same time, the United Nations 

debated the United Nations immediate role but failed at the 11th hour to negotiate an 

agreement that would have put Jerusalem under U.N. jurisdiction.  On May 14, 1948 

three historic noteworthy events occurred: The complete British evacuation ending the 

Mandatory rule; the UN had functionally abandoned its right to succession of rule over 

Jerusalem;39 and the signing of Israel’s Declaration of Independence before Shabbat. 

Summarily stated, “There was to be no United Nations administration in Palestine, only 

                                                      
38Sidney Zabludoff in At Issue: Palestinian Refugee issue: Rhetoric vs. Reality, (Jewish Political Studies 
Review, Vol. 20, No. ½, Spring 2008), 48 reviews the historical record estimating that 550,000 Palestinians 
became refugees from November 1947 to December 1948. He characterizes their fleeing from their 
homes due to one of three reasons: Arab states said they should leave their homes and get out of the way 
of the war until the Jews were defeated-then they could return home; others left because of their fear of 
the fighting; others fled because Jewish forces drove them out. 
 
39 The November 29, 1947 UN Resolution 181, also known as the Partition Resolution would have had the 
UN administer under international control the area of religious significance surrounding Jerusalem. An 
additional UN General Assembly resolution 303 designated Jerusalem a “corpus separatum”-a separate 
body. The original Resolution 181 was to have had the UN administer Jerusalem as an international city. 
The UN has never ceased to consider Jerusalem a corpus separatum and has not relinquished this 
definition.  
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a struggle for power between the Jews and Arabs in direct confrontation…In war or 

peace, Arabs and Jews would have to work out their destiny of their land alone.”40  

And this they did. The War of Independence did not formally begin when the 

signatures in ink were drying on Israel’s Declaration of Independence. According to Uri 

Milstein in History of the War of Independence: The First Month, it began at the 

moment the UN announced the passage of the Partition Plan on November 29, 1947. 

Already over 1,200 Jews had been killed in battle and in the 6 months from the Partition 

Plan announcement to Independence Jewish forces swelled from a paltry 4,500 to over 

35,500.  It was during this 6 month period and under the fatigued eyes of the British 

Mandate that the surrounding Arab countries waited. This in between period was 

known as the “intercommunity conflict”, a civil war of sorts between Jew and Arabs 

internal to Palestine.  Many Jews in the Yishuv even doubted that the British intended to 

leave and that their real purpose was to destroy the Yishuv. The Jewish Yishuv’s 

assumptions about the British intention may have been based on false intelligence as 

historians report that their plan was to merely to “safeguard their withdrawal routes in 

Palestine and the gradual dismantling of their military and civil infrastructures.”41  

The Declaration of Independence reads like a concise history of modern Zionism. 

Its preamble’s opening declares that the Land of Israel is the birthplace of the Jewish 

people and “…Jews strove in every successive generation to re-establish themselves in 

their ancient homeland…Pioneers…made deserts bloom, revived the Hebrew language, 

                                                      
40 Gilbert, 185. 
41 Shapira, 157. 
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built villages and towns, and created a thriving community, controlling its own economy 

and culture loving peace but knowing how to defend itself, bringing the blessings of 

progress to all the country’s inhabitants, and aspiring towards independent 

nationhood.” The choice of naming the new country Israel had been debated but Ben-

Gurion’s genius won out over Ziona, Judaea, Ivriya and Herzliya.  

On the day the calendar marks Israel’s self-proclaimed independence, the 

Egyptian airforce dropped bombs on Tel Aviv with no loss of new Israeli life, only 

damage to the few planes the young state owned-small single engine planes in a hangar 

at Sde-Dove, the Tel Aviv airstrip. The armies of five independent Arab states, Iraq, 

Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and Egypt, although not well coordinated, began their incursion 

across the new States’ territory. The land held by Israel on May 15 represented 20 

percent of what was considered Mandatory Palestine and, remarkably throughout the 

war, new settlements were established as soon as Israel took claim to the surrounding 

land. 

One of the first actions of the new State, besides miraculously fending off the 

better armed, better supplied, experienced armies of five hostile Arab countries was the 

creation of a Provisional Council of State. In addition to directing its immediate security 

needs, its first order of business was to abolish all restrictions to Jewish immigration. 

This ordinance, on its own right, paved the way for mass immigration to the new state 

for Jews still stuck in post World War II Displaced Person Camps.  

On June 11, within a short four weeks since independence, the first of several 

truces was negotiated by the United Nations which momentarily stopped the war. It was 
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to last four weeks. “Both eastern and western Galilee were under complete Israeli 

control, as were the Jezreel Valley from Haifa to the River Jordan, the coastal strip down 

a point just north of Isdud (Ashdod), a large pocket in the central Negev, though not the 

main Negev town of Beersheba, and, kept open at such heavy cost, a corridor from the 

coast to Jerusalem.”42 

The second truce began on July 19, but not before the largest forced expulsion of 

Arab residents in Israel’s interior included the Arab cities or Lydda and Ramla.  Over 

50,000 Arabs were marched and bused to Arab Legion lines, shocking Arab residents 

who had fully expected an Arab Legion victory over the Zionist intruders. It is at this 

juncture in history that one can assess the hardening of Israeli opinion and policy 

toward indigenous Arab populations, considering them a hostile 5th column.  

The war continued into 1949. Because the five Arab countries had no united 

command, each negotiated terms of agreements to end hostilities. On February 24, 

1949, the Egyptians signed an armistice agreement that included their withdrawal from 

the Negev and their continued presence in the Gaza strip, home to many Arab refugees 

from Jaffe and villages in southern Israel. Jordan signed next on April 3, 1949. Iraq 

simply withdrew forces refusing to recognize the new State. Syria held out until July 20 

refusing to recognize an international border but eventually agreed to a demilitarized 

zone on both sides of the border along the Hula Valley. Lebanon was the easiest of 

negotiations, concluded on March 23, 1949. The natural border between the countries 

served as the new international border. The war had ended. Israel felt the pain of over 

                                                      
42 Ibid., 208. 
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6,000 casualties and 15,000 wounded calculated as nearly 1% of the entire Yishuv 

population.43 A number of towns and settlements had been destroyed. Despite the grim 

reality of loss, the new Israelis had cause for celebration. The young country with 

relative little military experience became the region’s strongest military force and as a 

result of their success, enlarged its territory well beyond the confines of the United 

Nations Partition Plan.  The biggest losers in the war were the Palestinian Arabs.44  

Nearly 700,000 had been exiled from their homes. Israel’s policy45 rejected Arab return 

to their villages and cities. They became refugees. Concurrent with Palestinian Arab’s 

trauma was the dynamic of Jewish immigration that continued throughout the days of 

the war. Jewish immigrants began pouring in from all corners of the world at a time 

when the new State had not yet established absorption mechanisms and institutions to 

manage this historic massive wave.  From May 15, 1948 to the end of 1954, 740,000 

immigrated to Israel, 90% arriving between mid-May 1948 to mid-year 1951. .46 

                                                      
43 Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs statistics 
(http://mfa.gov.il/MFA/AboutIsrael/History/Pages/Israels%20War%20of%20Independence%20-
%201947%20-%201949.aspx) 
 
44 “Palestinians have demonstrated a remarkable consistency in their demands on Israel. From 1948 to 
1988, Palestinians officially maintained their demands for the whole of Palestine, whether through 
expulsion of the Zionists (in the Palestinian Charter of 1968) or a secular state, which all assumed would 
soon be predominantly Palestinian.” Adapted from an article by Paul Scham, Benjamin Pogrund and As’ad 
Ghaneman, Introduction to Shared Narrative-A Palestinian-Israeli Dialogue, (Israel Studies, Volume 18, 
No. 2, Summer 2013) 7. 
 
45 Israel’s policy was consistent with European policy following World War II. The main difference between 
Israel and Europe was that in Europe, refugees were absorbed into surrounding countries, whereas 
Palestinians were hardly absorbed by surrounding countries. To this day, there exists today six 
generations of Palestinians living in refugee locations. 
 
46 Statistics include: 34% from Asiatic countries (125,000 from Iraq, alone), 16% from Africa (Tunisia, 
Morocco, and Algeria), 50% from Europe (122,000 and 107,000 from Rumania and Poland respectively). 
(Moshe Sicron, The Role of the Immigration Wave of 1948-1954 in the Population and Labour Force of 
Israel, 1969) 

http://mfa.gov.il/MFA/AboutIsrael/History/Pages/Israels%20War%20of%20Independence%20-%201947%20-%201949.aspx
http://mfa.gov.il/MFA/AboutIsrael/History/Pages/Israels%20War%20of%20Independence%20-%201947%20-%201949.aspx
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European Displaced Person camps whose in-mates were previously prohibited from 

repatriating to other countries suddenly were emptied and its in-mates largely moved to 

Israel. Whole communities of Bulgaria, Yemen, Libya and Iraq were transferred lock, 

stock and barrel. These enormous numbers of humanity included “a high proportion of 

large families, a high proportion of children, a low proportion of working population, 

and an occupational structure unaligned to a country’s needs.”47  

Even before all agreements had been signed ending the war, on January 25, 

1949, Israel conducted its first democratic national elections. Proportional 

representation ruled the day, Chaim Weizmann was elected President48 and Ben-Gurion 

was given the task of forming a coalition government. In short order, the Cabinet 

consisting of coalition partner leadership49 formed ministries of defense, food rationing, 

labor and social insurance, justice (an independent judiciary from the Knesset and 

Cabinet, similar to the United States model50, providing for separation of power), and 

foreign affairs.   

                                                      
 
47 Moshe Sicron, The Role of the Immigration Wave of 1948-1954 in the Population and Labour Force of 
Israel, (Proceedings of the World Congress of Jewish Studies, Vol. V, Division V: Research Projects-Reports 
and Articles Based on the Projects’ Findings: Jewish Demography, World Union of Jewish Studies, 1969) 
345. 
 
48 The electorate does not elect the President directly, rather elected in secret ballot by Knesset. 
 
49 There were 12 total ministers in the Cabinet from a coalition that included forty-six members of Mapai, 
two Arab members from the Democratic List of Nazareth, sixteen members of the United Religious Front, 
five members of the Progressive Party, and four Sephardi List members. Herut and the Communist parties 
were intentionally excluded because of their extreme differences related to governance. This leadership 
paradigm did not significantly shift until the 1970’s. 
 
50 Israel’s model is similar to a European Parliamentary model that developed after World War II. It is not 
based on the American balance of power model but one in which the Parliament is the top power. 
Parliament decides which party will govern. Losing a majority in Parliament will topple a government at 
any time. This is different from US separation of powers. 
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Although the above section is but a cursory treatment of pre-State Yishuv’s 

history ending with the new State at the end of the War of Independence, the intention 

is to grasp a basic understanding of some of the conditions on the ground such that the 

heart of the thesis, the Poet’s voice, can now be explored.  

 

III. Modern Hebrew Poetry 

In the previous discussion on Hebrew it was stated that the language itself has never 

been “dead,” in the way that classical Greek or Latin confined to liturgy has become 

over the past hundred years. Hebrew has been used throughout time for all manners of 

literacy: liturgy, Torah study, literature, correspondence, and record keeping at the 

communal level. From the perspective of living languages, as compared with French or 

English, Hebrew is a very young language.  Hebrew’s young-ness places Hebrew poets in 

a unique place: they come from a long line of Hebrew literary usages emanated through 

Hebrew-centric writers. But today’s poets are positioned to write in Hebrew unlike 

others throughout the millennium. They have an uncommon distinction. They are linked 

to the poetry of the Bible, giving it an ancient presence and yet, at the same time, their 

poetry is younger than that of their contemporaries.  Their pre-twentieth century use of 

Hebrew had been as members of the collective religious or emancipated Jewish 

community and jumping ahead to the Yishuv era, their voice became more 

individualistic with tones of Zionistic ideology often punctuated with biblical reference. 

Even when they began to transcend into the secularization of Hebrew letters, their 
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thoughts and words still comingled with Judaism’s biblical and religious past creating a 

tension that didn’t exist for other poets.    

Haim Nahman Bialik (1873-1934) and Saul Tchernichovsky (1875-1943) may be 

considered the Modern Hebrew poetry fore-writers of the pre-State Yishuv. It was Bialik 

who was “writing poems on the crisis of modernity in Jewish culture, the traumatic 

disruption of traditional Judaism by culturally reformist Haskalah (Enlightenment) and 

by the nascent nationalist movement itself.”51 Bialik was called The Hebrew National 

Poet. He defined his own voice by infusing traditional language with biblical idiom by 

sometimes reversing the meaning. His brand of poetry was more old world Ashkenazi-

flavored meter and motif but he told the story of his take on history. Bialik’s poetry, 

following the philosophy of his mentor, Ahad Ha’am, “is a paean to and a eulogy for the 

world of traditional Judaism”52. Ahad Ha’am believed that Palestine should be the 

Jewish spiritual center that included the development of a secular Jewish society that 

had Hebrew as part of its core.53  Bialik’s poem, “Alone”54, demonstrates this old world 

transitioning to new world, albeit begrudgingly. In it, he uses the Shehinah, the feminine 

                                                      
51 Warren Bargad & Stanley Chyet, Israeli Poetry: A Contemporary Anthology, ( Indiana University Press, 
Bloomington, IN, 1986) 5. 
 
52 Ibid., 7. 
 
53 Ahad Ha’am theoretical machinations were counter Herzl whose vision was practical and urgent. Ahad 
Ha’am saw in Hebrew and Palestine a method for spiritual redemption and that its purpose was to stop 
western assimilation and to give rise to a national identity. He also wrote that the process should be slow 
and deliberate and that participants would be selected carefully and deliberately, whereas Herzl lived in 
the real world feeling the pressure of an immediate solution to the Jewish problem including mass 
immigration of the Jewish downtrodden. Herzl’s Jewish problem was how to save the Jews; Ahad Haam’s 
Jewish problem was how to save Judaism. 
 
54 Please refer to the Appendices for a complete Hebrew-English translation of Bialik’s Alone. 
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manifestation of God’s presence, to represent old world Judaism and has her, with 

broken wing, sheltering the Gemara learning student from the inevitable future of 

Western influence. He looks to the window and the light-indicative of the world that lies 

beyond Shekhinah’s protective wing. 

 

 Alone 

She’d been expelled from every corner, leaving nowhere but 

a silent, bare and empty hidden space for her to go – 

the house of study – and as she was covered by the shadows 

I was with her in her woe. 

 

And when I’d grown weary of my place beneath her wing 

and my heart yearned for the window, for the light, so bright and clear – 

she lay her head upon my shoulder, and onto 

 my Gemara dripped a tear. 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

Saul Tchernichovsky bridged the gap between Bialik and what would become a 

new generation of Hebrew poets including but not limited to Goldberg, Amichai, Gilboa, 

Kovner, Gouri, Bernstein, Carmi, Pagis, Shifra, Avidan, and Ravikovitch. Tchernichovsky 

was a true to form Renaissance man: physician, translator of the classics into Hebrew, 

author or medical texts and poetry. His poem, Eagle! Eagle! written in 1936, reflects on 
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the bird of prey that appears in the Avram story in Genesis 15:11, that he shoos away 

from his first sacrifice to God.55 In Naomi Sokoloff’s article, “Hopkins’ “Windhover” and 

Tschernichovsky’s “Eagle! Eagle!” states that Tschernichovsky’s Eagle! Eagle! poem was 

written at the time of the Arab riots of 1936. The eagle may be interpreted to be 

analogous to the precarious position of the Jewish settlements in the Yishuv and the 

inherent threat to their existence. Other commentators refer to Tchernichovsky’s 

frequent writing on the concept of martyrdom and that this poem is a reaction to the 

politics of the moment. Baruch Kurzweil, one of Israel’s true pioneers of Israeli literary 

criticism, “claims that the bird symbolizes freedom and appears against the backdrop of 

a landscape saturated with history.”56 Sokoloff’s opinion is consistent with 

Tchernichovsky’s intimate understanding of the historical moment such that he re-

interprets it into his poem. “This reading, one more in accordance with Tchernichovsky’s 

other poems and the network of imagery in them, regards the bird as an embodiment of 

the essentially asocial vitality, grandeur and fierce beauty which Tchernichovsky saw as 

foreign to traditional Jewish values but necessary for Zionist cultural rebirth.”57 He was 

an advocate for the new Jew, one with courage and strength, such as one exhibited by 

the eagle who soared over the land.  

 

 

                                                      
55 Genesis 15:11 is the first instance that Avram, not yet Avraham, is told by God that future generations 
will live in a foreign land, be enslaved for four hundred years, and then become a free people.  
 
56  Naomi Sokoloff,  Hopkins’ “Windhover” and Tschernichovsky’s “Eagle! Eagle!” (Prooftexts, Vol. 3, No. 2, 
May 1983) 192. 
57 Ibid., 192. 
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Eagle! Eagle! 

Eagle! eagle over your mountains, an eagle is flying over your mountains! 

Slow and light — it seems as if for a moment — it is merely floating, 

Floating, sailing in a sea of blue, alert to the song of delight in the heart 

 

Of the heavens — of the sky, circling mutely in searing light. 

 

Eagle! eagle over the mountains, an eagle is flying over your mountains! 

Straight of body, heavy-pinioned, black of feather and broad of wing; 

 

Soaring taut — arrow from a bow — an eagle makes the rings of its (sweeping) 

circles; 

 

Tracking from above the signs of its prey in meadow and in rock-crevice. 

 

Eagle! eagle over the mountains, an eagle is flying over your mountains! 

Soaring, gliding-gliding, and with wondrous touch did not move a wing. 

For an instant — it froze, then — his barest movement [lit. movement-no-

movement] in its wings, 

 

The slightest tremble suddenly — and it rises toward the cloud.  
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Eagle! eagle over your mountains, an eagle is flying over your mountains!  

Slow and light — it seems as if for a moment — it is merely floating… 

[O] Land (earth) [an] eagle [is] over your mountains — over you face, a massing 

of shadow, 

 From the giant wings passes, caresses the mountains of God… 

 

The English does not capture the soaring and wistful floating on wind currents 

offered by the music of the Hebrew.58 Additionally, the poet’s use of certain Hebrew 

words, such as hashrat, in line 15, occurs only once in the Tanakh (Samuel II 22:12) 

describing clouds that gather around God in an almost pretentious display of God’s 

power. Harrere el (Psalms 36:6) references God’s righteousness and it is purposefully 

punctuated by an ellipsis, indicated that the thought is incomplete or that there is more 

to come and that “perhaps, Tchernichovsky implies, there will be further developments 

in the future, for these are events that have consequences.”59  

The example of Eagle! Eagle! does indeed speak a poet’s words for his generation’s 

grappling with the pre-State Yishuv: somewhat barren, a place that combines guarded 

danger with freedom, and a place where a collective spiritual identity can endure 

exceeding the individual’s physical existence. 

Both Bialik and Tchernichovsky’s visions affected future generations of poets by 

each of their approaches to Hebrew verse. Bialik, with his upbringing learning the sacred 

                                                      
58 Please refer to the Appendices for the original Hebrew and a complete English translation. 
 
59 Sokoloff, 199. 
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texts in classic yeshiva study and Tchernichovsky with his relative freedom learning 

Hebrew from tutors who then introduced him to biblical texts allow for two remarkably 

different approaches to prose: Bialik, well-schooled and ever capable of introducing 

Tanakh/Midrash/Talmudic-centric phrase fragments, allusions, which provided a style 

and a vocabulary relied upon by all future generations of Hebrew poets. Tchernichovsky, 

for his part, was quite independent from traditional renderings and because of his 

adaptive Hebrew and his life’s incessant periods of wandering, he became a model for 

future Hebrew poets whose Hebrew was fresh (Sephardic!) and whose work “was a 

response to the physical presence of the Land of Israel and to the human effort of its 

rebuilders.”60 

The examination of how the voices of Modern Hebrew poets processed through 

their words during Israel’s early state history, one must understand Abraham Shlonsky 

(1900-1973). Shlonsky, the leader of the Hebrew Moderna of the 1930’s and 1940’s, 

fused Socialist Zionism with “a style (nusah) of linguistic abundance, complexity, and 

reliance on ready-made verses (melitsah).”61 The irony of Shlonsky’s work is that it 

represented not Zionism, per-se, but modernism and the will of much of the Zionist 

movement’s desire to develop a secular state. His poetry is largely non-ideological and 

specifically non-socialist-Zionistic, stressing cultural themes, and connecting the modern 

                                                      
60 Stanley, Burnshaw, T. Carmi, Ezra Spicehandler, The Modern Hebrew Poem Itself: from the beginning of 
the modern movement to the present: the original Hebrew poems, (Schocken Books, New York, 1965) 35-
36. 
 
61 Ari Ofengenden, Radical Recasting of Tradition: On Abraham Shlonsky’s Hegemony in the Hebrew 
Poetry of the 1930’s,  (Hebrew Studies, Vol. 47, 2006) 328. 
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world to Hebrew’s ancient language. It was this non-ideological approach to his writing 

that caused much tension with other more idealistic Third Aliyah immigrants, many of 

whom aspired to the philosophy of Socialist-Zionism-halutz-Jewish workers-kibbutz-

collectivist mentality. Additionally, his poetry was anything but simplistic. It relied on his 

intimate grasp of Hebrew for which he innovated new words62 and expressions as well 

as his re-interpretation and use of Biblical themes to convey the modern context of the 

secular Jew in his own land. In “Revelation” Shlonsky juxtaposes his own voice with the 

voice of (1 Samuel 3:1-20) the youthful Samuel. In the Biblical story Samuel thinks he 

hears the voice of Eli the Priest when it is God’s voice. Instead of God calling Samuel, 

Ofengenden and other commentators interpret that God is calling the poet to write 

poetry.  

 

Revelation 

Who has called me: listen. 

Who has called my name. 

What? 

Who? 

 

Eli said: go back and lie down, 

Eli said: in vain. 

                                                      
62 Ibid., 339-Ofengenden lists 20 examples of these words, all of which either he invented or, according to 
Ofengenden, “he rediscovered.” 
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Eli said: there is no vision, because my  

eyes have darkened. 

---------- 

I know to here YHWH will come. 

Here he will come and kiss you 

Wounds in a storm/rage. 

 

And Eli is very old. And his sons are 

scoundrels. 

 

And I am still a youth. 

 

But here the universe roars 

Here it hurts and sings 

And in the red east the finger of  

lightening calls me. 

 

-Speak YHWH because your servant 

hears you.63 

 

                                                      
63 Please refer to the Appendices for the original Hebrew and a complete English translation. 
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Revelation “uses a prophetic persona (that) radically secularizes Jewish culture.” 

Offegenden continues to explain the essence of Shlonsky’s method. His poems “attempt 

privatization and depolitization of religion which…is a direct continuation with the 

modernization project of the Jewish Haskala. They uphold the individual conscious, the 

inner voice as the source of ultimate authority. Second(ly) they actively seek to 

delegitimize religious authority and its institutions by making use of the binary 

opposition of Prophet-Priest.”64 The prophet is the risk taker, the one who does the 

heavy lifting heckling in the face of the authority institution whereas the Priest is safe 

inside the institution and safe inside the old world religion where everything is ordered. 

Shlonsky IS the self-styled prophet pushing against religion. Analogous to the priest, 

Revelation metaphorically embraces secular Jewish culture over authoritative organized 

Jewish religion. Shlonsky, even more than Tchernichovsky, takes the pre-Yishuv poetry’s 

voice past biblical innuendo and to the next level of pre-World War II Yishuv secular Jew 

persona. 

And because of the non-ideological nature of his poetry many Third Aliyah 

immigrants (of which he was a dominant literary member,) who aspired to the ideal of 

the halutz-Jewish manual labor, kibbutz fundamentals and its inherent collectivism and 

who were VERY Zionist/politically motivated supported his work: they were believers of 

an egalitarian existence who thoroughly rejected religion. His poetry marked a 

diametrically opposite position from that of Bialik literally unseating Bialik’s romantic 

                                                      
64 Ari Ofengender, Days will Come and They Will Demand an Account. What will I Give?: The Dynamic of 
Secularization in Abraham Shlonsky’s Writings, (Hebrew Studies, Vol. 51, 2010) 334-335. 
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nationalism with a modernist, secular sensitivity to Hebrew culture.65  Although Third 

Aliyah immigrants were largely from Orthodox and Hasidic backgrounds their 

wholehearted discarding of anything Jewish religious replaced by everything secular is 

what bound Shlonsky’s voice to their collective voice.   

But the world of the pre-State Yishuv quickly changed with the advent of Nazi 

persecutions, World War II, the Holocaust, leading up to the Independence War of 1948 

as did the voices portraying these profoundly challenging times. As per the analysis 

described in The Modern Hebrew Poem Itself, Bialik and Tchernichovsky were the 

dominant poets of the European Period (1880-1924). The Palestinian Period (1920-

1947) consisted of predominantly European born but Hebrew proficient poets including 

but not limited to Rachel (1890-1931), Shimoni (1886-1956), Shlonsky (1900-1973), 

Alterman (1910-1970), and Goldberg (1911-1970). Uri-Zvi Greenberg (1896-1981) was 

their contemporary with an uncommon distinction: he became the written poet’s 

documenter of feelings for inconceivable loss the Holocaust rained on all of Jewry and 

his own personal reality. Greenberg’s entire family perished in Poland. He narrowly 

escaped Poland in 1939, returning to Palestine after assisting the Revisionist Party with 

Jabotinsky at its lead, by enabling Polish Zionists to emigrate. 

                                                      
65 Ibid., 330. 
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Within the context of his Holocaust specific work66 there are common thematic 

threads that join much of his new genre67. Particularly poignant was his repeated use of 

the word kosef-yearning. Tamar Wolf-Monzon in collaboration with Zohar Livnat68 

comment that “…a close reading of “Streets of the River69” reveals that kosef is an 

immanent concept in the Jewish consciousness and conceptual world, and that after the 

terrible destruction by the Nazi tyrant it is more closely bound to the yearning for 

redemption.” Kosef appears 140 times throughout “Streets of the River” changing the 

nuance of its meaning but always within a texture of yearning. “The semantic shifts of 

the term kosef reflect the multiple aspects of human existence after the destruction of 

European Jewry.  The attempts to reconstitute an entire spiritual world that was 

destroyed are interlaced with the personal-biographical utterance of the poet, with a 

national expression of the search for redemption in the messianic and sovereign sense 

and with a universal view, that describes situations of general human existence through 

the various contexts of the term kosef.”70 

                                                      
66 Greenberg did not use the term “Holocaust.” He maintained, “that it implied a natural catastrophe 
without intention, malice, or criminal perpetrators. What took place was better designated by the ancient 
Hebrew word ḥurban (destruction), which implied the existence of a destroyer, an intention to destroy, 
and an entity that was destroyed.” D. Miron, Grinberg, Uri Tsevi, (YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern 
Europe.http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Grinberg_Uri_Tsevi) 
 
67 Prior to his prolific Holocaust era work, Greenberg was renown in Labor Zionist circles until his falling 
out during his “prophetic” writings in the 1930’s that warned the Labor Zionist leadership of indigenous 
Arab’s distain for Zionism and its preoccupation with creating a Jewish state.  
 
68 Wolf-Monzon and Livnat, The Poetic Codes of Rechovot ha-hahar -“Streets of the River”, (Shofar, Vol. 
23, No. 2, Special Issue: Shoah and Israeli Writing, Winter 2005) 21-23. 
 
69 Streets of the River is one of several Holocaust poetry collections by Greenberg. This collection came 
from his daily poetry centric bi-line in the newspaper Ha’aretz from 1945. It contains the poem, Under the 
Tooth of Their Plow. 
 
70 Wolf-Monzon and Livnat, Ibid., 30. 
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Greenberg’s poem, Under the Tooth of their Plough, graphically displays his pain 

and bitterness.  

 

Under the Tooth of their Plough 

Once more the snows have melted there...and 

the murderers now are farmers. 

There they have gone out to plough their 

farmlands, all of which are my graveyards. 

If the tooth of their plough, rolling skull-like 

over the furrow, should churn up 

A skeleton of mine, the ploughman will not be 

saddened or shocked, 

But will grin and recognize it, recognize the 

mark where his tools struck. 

 

Spring anew over land: bud and bulb and lilac 

and warbling birds. 

By the shining stream of shallow waters, the 

resting place of herds,  
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The roving Jews are no more: no more with 

their beards and side-curls. 

 

They are no more in the inns with tallit and 

tsitsit over their shirts; 

They are no more in the grocery store or the 

clothing store, 

They are no more in their workshops and 

traincars now, 

They are no more in the synagogue, even, or in 

the marketplace, 

They are all under the tooth of the Christian 

plough. 

For the Lord doth visit His chosen goys with 

grace. 

 

Greenberg hardly composes Under the Tooth of their Plough with metaphor. He 

is very literal in his annunciations. The first 5 lines in Hebrew repeat the SHIN 

alliteratively as if to quell the hush-ing sound evoked from the rural, quiet, setting: 

snows melting, farmers plowing, birds singing only to be tragically disrupted by the fact 

that beneath the tranquil fields are unmarked graveyards filled with skeletons of 
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murdered Jews. The farmer even admires his work, “But will grin and recognize it, 

recognize the mark where his tools struck.” The word “mark” in Hebrew is “makat” 

which can also be additionally translated as hit. The tools used for the job of killing Jews 

were knives or axes, not to be confused with their plows found it the poem’s title. Much 

of the poem reminds the reader of the absence of Jewish presence in the farmer’s 

present. The poet carries his rage in the form of sarcasm with his use of “berov hesid” 

the biblically derived71 and liturgy descriptor of God’s abundant compassion. In line 14 

“God has remembered (visited) His Gentiles with abounding compassion,” as if to infer 

that God has compassion for those who kill God’s chosen. 

 Greensberg’s contribution to pre-State Yishuv literature molted from being the 

consummate political poet for the Labor Zionist Movement, falling from their grace, and 

then becoming the Yishuv’s pained voice of the Holocaust. His pre-state Labor Zionist 

preferred work “related to the past through a mystic, messianic poetry that would give 

heroic dimensions to the reconstituted homeland.”72 Greenberg’s form overwhelmed 

readers with words and his words lashed out at his distain for Christian and Europe to 

be replaced with Jewish and Judaism and a Jewish state. His efforts created an ultra-

nationalist voice through which “he preached a quasi-messianic mysticism of blood and 

race…”73 He provides a necessary link to the poets’ voice as the pre-state transitioned to 

sovereign state. Following the 1936 Arab riots Greenberg called for revenge and 

                                                      
71 berov hesid is found twice in the Tanakh in identical passages referring to God’s abundant compassion 
attribute, Exodus 34:6 and Numbers 14:18. “The Lord! Slow to anger and abounding in kindness…” 
 
72 Stanley, Burnshaw, T. Carmi, Ezra Spicehandler, 205. 
 
73 Ibid. 
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published a book entitled, “The Book of Denunciation and of Faith” in which he 

denigrated his comrades for their inability to forecast the eternal hatred that existed 

against the Jews by Muslims and Arabs. It may be that his extremism caused his actual 

fall from grace among the Labor Zionist ranks.   

The state of Hebrew poetry formally became modern Israeli poetry on May 15, 

1948.  Within the context of Statehood, a new group of writers, the “Native School” 

began publishing. . This Native School had two distinct groups: the older and the 

younger. The older ushered in the modern Israeli poetry, had been influenced by their 

Zionist youth movement upbringing and their European parents. Although many of the 

older group was not born in Israel, they identified with the new Israel and had lived in 

the pre-State Yishuv. They were developing as the state become Israel while the 

younger group only knew Israel and were too young to participate in the War of 

Independence. Their influences were nearly purely English and American based. Unlike 

the European born, pre-state molded realists, many of whom had Yiddish, or Russian, or 

Polish or Hebrew from the rabbinical teachings of Tanakh and Talmud, this new 

generation had modern Hebrew as their “mama lashon” and their cultural preferences 

looked across the pond to both England and America. English was their second language 

and so was the literature of the West.   Their common bond was their adept grasp of the 

Hebrew language. “The aim of their predecessors to create an idiom out of a living, 

spoken language was now fulfilled as the colloquialisms and the conversational rhythms 

embedded in contemporary Hebrew verse lost the somewhat forced ring that they once 

had. The landscape has taken on reality-it is no longer something idealized in the Zionist 
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dreams of an immigrant poet from the Diaspora, nor is it an earth viewed with pained 

ambivalence by an artist whose childhood memories were rooted in the North.”74  

Their poetry was no longer modeled after European influenced cadence and 

examples. They were products of the Israeli educational system which still contained 

mandatory coursework in Bible. If a poet had had a religious background, then it was 

typically one generation removed from the confines of European styled Orthodox 

Judaism. Many were secularized Israeli Jews, however, nearly all mined the language of 

the Bible for common idioms and reference points around biblical personalities, framing 

them in contemporary casts.  

Commentators are uniform in their assessments that following the War of 

Independence stating that a crisis of ideology was evident. The promise of Zionism with 

its broad, brush strokes of optimistic dreaming about Jewish sovereignty that would 

bring about an idyllic Jewish utopia were shattered with economic and political realities. 

Ideology in poetry was, for the most part, set aside.  Poets were now less confined and 

freer to explore individualism and new rhythms.   

Amir Gilboa (1917-1984) began writing Hebrew poetry while still living in 

Ukraine. Arriving in Palestine on an illegal boat in 1937 he played the role of labor 

Zionist building roads, working in settlements, and orange groves. During World War II 

joined both the North Africa British Hebrew Unit and eventually joined the Jewish 

Brigade in Italy. He picked up the tools of war again in 1948 as a member of the Israel 

Defense Forces. Gilboa’s poetry, especially the poems of his second collection, Sheva 

                                                      
74 Ibid., 207. 
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Reshuyot, Seven Domains, published in 1949 were war-centric. In Morning-Selah, Gilboa 

likens the spilled blood of his friends, his comrades as though it is as fresh as spring 

water. He believes they will return, a reference to the coming of days, when the dead 

will be resurrected, “waving their swords” wearing their shrouds, “in blessing.”  

 

Morning-Selah 

All my friends will come shouldering salvation 

Their spilled blood streaming toward their veins 

From springs- 

In their hearts resurrection storming 

The valley brilliant 

With the sanctity of shrouds 

Unveiled to the secret of life. 

 

All the mornings enfolded in darkness 

For their sake, when daylight comes on, 

Waving their swords in blessing 

Laden with light and quiet- 

For they’ve hidden their treasure till the moment appears 

In the steps of kingdom. 
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Gilboa’s combined war experiences and his losses (his entire family perished in Europe) 

of family and friends profoundly affected him-his collected work, “Early Morning Songs” 

(1953) speaks of his personal anguish reliving Holocaust trauma and feeling alone. He 

also is skilled at personalizing biblical personalities. 

 

Kingdom of Silence  

Cries still linger on the battlefield 

And the High Priest gives thanks 

for the victory. Piles of ashes 

bear the news: the bloody summer is consumed. 

Silence settles. The throng’s sounds 

dim in the dusk.  

Silence. The leaves are falling 

falling. Soon it will be fall. 

------------------------------------------------------ 

This poem follows the seasons but not without inferring religious tones of the High 

Priest who is removed from the battle, who despite the death and carnage, gives thanks 

for that battle’s victory. Summer finishes with silence bringing in autumn with falling 

leaves and approaching winter rains. 
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It will all be so distant. All so distant. 

The ground will all be 

at peace again.  The rain will fall again 

on chimneys belching smoke. And suddenly 

a storm will surge through the streams. 

 

Even though battles come and go, there is the presence of the Holocaust. The rain is the 

singular natural entity that deals with the horror of what the chimneys represent, as if 

to clean it surging though the streams. 

------------------------------------------------------ 

Among smoking pages  

parchment scrolls will sing praises 

to a kindom of silence. The sleeping will sing 

praises to a kindom of silence. Fragments 

of lament sink 

lower sink lower. 

 

Gilboa interplays with images of the death innate to the meaning of chimney smoke and 

smoking pages of parchment scrolls. He may be inferring the age-old question asked by 

Jews, Where was God during the Holocaust? The Torah is burning but its essence still 

sings praises to a silent God.  

------------------------------------------------------ 
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All things bound in books will be at rest. Selah. All the 

generations will be at rest. Selah. Opaque- 

Eyed firebrands 

are silent 

silent are 

the legions. 

 

And there’s no one else to come. No one 

else to flee. No voice 

for the dead to bequeath their will. 

And one alone is left, standing still. 

 

The poem’s use of the word selah is a curious Hebrew word used in liturgy and Psalms 

as a concluding word meaning pause, or silence.75 Is he suggesting that the past during 

which Jews could rely on books for solace and comfort are no longer relevant? Gilboa 

seems to use selah both as a concluding word and as an emphasized semi-religious 

silence even beyond his word, silence, which he repeats time and again. At the end, the 

devastation is complete leaving the storyteller alone with no one else.  

At the end of the War of Independence, after armistices were signed, the Jewish 

world realized that another Holocaust had been averted but the memory was still very 

                                                      
75 Translation from Reuben Alcalay’s The Complete Hebrew-English Dictionary, (Massadah Publishing Co., 
Jerusalem, 1965) 1775. 
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fresh, especially for the new Israelis. All Israelis had been personally affected by the 

war’s death and wounded toll. Kingdom of Silence represented one way in which they 

were tormented by the recent past.  

Another poet who became a renown Israeli songwriter, Chaim Hefer, (1925-

2012) wrote the poem, We Left Slowly during the war. Similar to other poets in the 

Native School, he was born in Poland and emigrated to Palestine in 1936, joined the 

Palmach in 1943 and became a founding member of the Palmach’s musical band, 

Chizbatron. Among his poems written during the war, We Left Slowly became one early 

statehood years recorded songs widely sung76.  

 

We Left Slowly 

We left slowly. The night was pale. 

In the distance the lights flickered. 

And you were all loveliness like your two eyes 

With tears cupped in them. 

 

The jackal howled as you went to the vineyard 

Your tears flowing like sap from a tree. 

And you remembered the hours before 

We went out to battle by the narrow path. 

                                                      
76 Yaffa Yarkoni - Bab El Wad (The Gate To Jerusalem) (LP) was released in 1966. Among the discography’s 
notes were ones related to Haim Hefer’s song, We Left Slowly. 

http://www.discogs.com/artist/Yaffa+Yarkoni
http://www.discogs.com/Yaffa-Yarkoni-%D7%91%D7%90%D7%91-%D7%90%D7%9C-%D7%95%D7%90%D7%93-Bab-El-Wad-The-Gate-To-Jerusalem-/release/6353424
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You remembered our laughter like a stream. 

You remembered a dance and a lilting harmonica. 

You remembered the haystack, 

And the hand’s touch of the only one… 

 

And if you are left, with loneliness enfolding, 

And you walk in the vineyards slowly- 

You will wait. Therefore, in such silence 

We parted with a smile in our eyes. 

 

 The interplay between the impending battle and the memory of young love is 

punctuated by the lover’s tears and parting smile is a common, hopeful theme.  

Nathan Alterman (1910-1970) was Shlonsky’s able disciple. Alterman didn’t fit 

the Native School membership criteria, however, because his poetry was so integral a 

part of Israeli early state culture, the inclusion of The Silver Platter. It is doubly 

appropriate given that it was recited for generations by school children. The title was a 

purposeful response to Chaim Weizmann’s proclamation “A state is not served to a 

people on a silver platter.” 
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The Silver Platter77 

…The land is hushed, a reddening sun 

Slowly dims 

Over Smoking borders. 

And a Nation stands-heart-torn yet alive…- 

To encounter the miracle 

Then only miracle… 

 

 

In preparation for ceremony she rises athwart the moon’s crescent 

And stands, before daybreak, swathed in celebration and awe. 

--Then from afar come 

A maid and a youth 

And slowly, slowly they pace toward the Nation. 

 

Clad in ordinary attire but with military harness and heavy-booted, 

In the path they proceed, 

Advancing without speaking. 

They have not changed their clothing nor yet laved-away with water  

The marks of the day of toil and night in the line of fire. 

                                                      
77 An alternative translation is provided in the Appendices. Notable differences include more modern 
phrasing as well as “a maid and a youth” translated as a more accurate “a girl and a boy,” which 
significantly changes the imagery of who is pacing toward the Nation at the end of the second stanza.  
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Infinitely weary, withdrawn from rest, 

Dripping with the dew of Hebrew youth— 

Quietly the two approach 

Then stand motionless, 

And there is no sign whether they yet live or have been shot. 

 

Then the Nation asks, flooded by tears and wonderment, 

Who are you, and two softly 

Answer her: We are the silver platter 

Upon which was served to you the Jewish state. 

 

Thus they say, and fall at her feet, shrouded with shadow. 

And the rest shall be told in the history of Israel. 

 

The miracle that Alterman refers to is the actual battle-scarred birth of the state as a 

nation. Alive with much heart-torn trepidation, so fresh, that along the borders smoke is 

still present from battles recently won. It may be presumed that the maid and the 

youth, otherwise translated as the girl and the boy represent the sacrifices by young 

women and man with their lives in order that the new State may come into being. This 

ethic, the ethic of communal sacrifice for the existence of the State is  part of Israel’s 

core fabric. In fact, when the war was raging, Alterman’s words, beyond his poetry, were 
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publicized to give all new citizens hope including “Fate has given us millions of 

tomorrows,” as well as “And it is not in vain, my brother, that you have plowed and 

built: We go to war for our lives and for our homes…We will not fall back, for there is no 

other way. No nation would retreat from the trenches of its life.”78 

Abba Kovner’s (1918-1987) grew up in Vilna at a time of pre-State Zionist 

strength, graduating from a modern Hebrew gymnasium. His early years involvement in 

Shomer Ha’tzaeer leftist Zionist ideological provided the basis for both his poetry and his 

future adult affiliations. His activism and revolutionary spirit bore fruit when he led 

Jewish partisans in their escape from the Vilna Ghetto as Nazi organized deportations to 

extermination camps were proceeding.  The Brikhah (translated as “escape”) movement 

founded by Kovner, helped move 300,000 European immigrants to Palestine after WWII. 

He immigrated to Palestine in 1946 where Kovner’s military leadership translated into 

action during the War of Independence where he led the Givati Brigade as the officer in 

charge of cultural affairs.  

His poetry is interwoven with his life experiences of war and one can find the 

background of his words in battlefields, landscapes, family, religious rites, and 

Jerusalem. “The pervasive setting, however, is a visionary one.  By projecting memory 

and experience…through dreamlike scenes, Kovner79 creates in his poetry an emotive 

                                                      
78 Haaretz published an article on June 18, 2010, the 100-year anniversary of Alterman’s birthdate-Tisha 
B’Av, describing his impact even in today’s Israeli culture. Israel Harel, Where is the Silver Platter?, 
(Haaretz, , cited on July 31, 2015, http://www.haaretz.com/beta/where-is-the-silver-platter-1.296919, 
June 18, 2010). 
 
79 Besides Kovner’s poetry related to war-time experiences, his role as head of cultural affairs for the 
largest War of Independence era brigades, Givati, positioned him to write missives for battling warriors. 
The missives were designed to psychologically prepare soldiers for battle, however, they were crude 

http://www.haaretz.com/beta/where-is-the-silver-platter-1.296919
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immediacy and a mythic grandeur. The central images and voices convey a shared 

experience of personal and national dimensions.”80 Opening relates to the duality of a 

soldier’s existence: the reality of death and the reality of place, in this case, the desert.  

 

Opening 

Wells of old gather suddenly in the eyes 

All the rivers of my blood are alert in double river beds 

And the heart is then locked. From leaving,  from entering, from approaching. 

And only the clamor of mighty waters and an ancient voice: 

 

Don’t sleep my friend, our feet are strange here 

And he, my friend, steps. And our feet are superfluous  

Here our footsteps are being extinguished. 

You are not the one here who is 

The great wanderer, my friend 

My friend stretched forward the hollows of his hands, 

Bent down, a touching of palms 

And the earth came toward him. 

                                                      
forms of propaganda such that one officer “remarked that the missives bordered on sadism and that the 
Jewish people, who had felt the blade of slaughter on their own flesh, should not be advocating such 
slaughter.” Michael Arbell, Abba Kovner: The Ritual Function of His Battle Missives, (Jewish Social Studies, 
Volume 18, Number 3 (Spring/Summer 2012) 106. 
 
80 Warren Bargad and Stanley Chyet, Israeli Poetry: A Contemporary Anthology, (Indiana University Press, 
Bloomington, IN, 1986) 35-36. 
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Herd upon herd, she (the earth) murmurs softly about your feet 

With plundering light. And his feet trace and do not trace a path. 

My friend, we shall fall- Oh then all of her  (the earth) shall come 

In a wave to your arms: 

This earth. 

 

Without a moment’s notice, Kovner’s first image of old wells and alert rivers 

depict biblical reference. (Judges 5:21-known as Deborah’s war song81)  Waadis are dry 

riverbeds that fill a run full and dangerously during winter month’s rainy season.  It is 

here, in the Negev, that he is a soldier and where his heart is surrounded, cut off, and 

locked. The ancient voice is very much a part of his entire affect and it warms him of his 

peril. Commentators interpret the voice’s warning of the earth beneath his feet 

“streams constantly under his ephemeral steps; he is transient and he is an intruder.”82 

In order to attempt to control this streaming earth he makes real contact by stretching 

his palms to it-this idiomatic phrase means “begs” the earth for compliance or even 

mercy. The landscape takes hold. Herds are perceived as sand dunes and his steps, in 

the plundering light, show no trace of any steps at all. This plays with the protagonist’s 

very existence, as his steps are immediately buried and unperceivable. A comrade in 

                                                      
81 A verse from Deborah’s war song describing a river-brook: “The brook Kishon swept them away, that 
ancient brook, the brook Kishon. O my soul, tread them down with strength.” 
82 Stanley, Burnshaw, T. Carmi, Ezra Spicehandler, 149. 
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arms exhibits a soldier’s greatest fear, death without leaving a trace, to which the 

speaker responds, that only in death will mother earth come “in a wave to your arms.” 

Esther Raab (1894-1981) is the first of modern women Hebrew poets to be born 

in Palestine. Her parents were among a group of settlers who settled Petah Tikvah. 

Thematically, Raab did not write about war but rather about the land of Israel. Her 

depiction of landscapes was quite different from her predominantly male European-

born cohort in that her connection to the natural environment lacked the 

ambiguousness found in poets who had other country/language experience. In the first 

place, her main language was Hebrew and she grew up at a time in the Yishuv when the 

development of modern Hebrew paralleled her own adolescence and formative years. 

She “reconstructed an ideal female subject through the portrayal of both the Hebrew 

language and the Hebrew homeland. Both the language and the land as two female 

representatives (in Hebrew, safa and moledet, are feminine nouns) were portrayed as 

bare, wild and impoverished.”83 In Today I am modest, Raab displays a feminine voice, 

but one with open arms with the hopefulness of what Israel will offer in its unknown but 

yearning future.  

 

Today I am modest… 

Today I am modest like an animal, 

Open like rain-drenched fields. 

                                                      
83 Riki Avidan, “Bad Snow-Whites”: Israeli Women’s Poetry of the 1960’s: the Poetics of Dalia Hertz, Yona 
Wallach, and Rina Shani, A Dissertation, (Brandeis University, 2007) 207. 
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With a little fat hand I guide my life 

toward compassion and children. 

Every stranger, every sufferer 

comes to me today. 

The little gifts of my heart 

patter about me like rain. 

And I am already carrying Tomorrow- 

a heaviness 

closed 

and leaping again 

toward the unknown. 

 

Today I am modest in its sparse language also plays on the image that any new 

State resident experienced: the open-armed, come as you are presence of a country 

willing to take all immigrants, “every stranger, every sufferer.” Tomorrow is unknown 

and heavy and in the first years of the following the war, especially for new immigrants, 

they were “leaping toward the unknown.” 

T. Carmi (1925-1994) was born in the United States to a Hebrew speaking family, 

graduated from both Yeshiva and Columbia Universities, and published his first Hebrew 

poems while still in America. Before settling in pre-state Israel in 1947, he moved to 

France where he worked with French Jewish war orphans. Carmi’s background lent itself 

to his pursuit of not only Hebrew language nuance and Biblical and Midrashic tradition, 
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but also his interest in formal ideas heard within Hebrew language conversations in 

common parks and café’s with bartenders and taxi drivers. This selected example is 

indicative of a poet at ease in his new Israel surroundings. To the Pomegranate is a 

poem that makes use of the poets voice to order the poem’s objects around at a set 

time of the poet’s beacon call: in full day light. 

To the Pomegranate 

Go away, go away from here 

Go to other eyes. 

I already wrote about you yesterday. 

 

I said green 

To your branches bowing in the wind 

And red, red, red 

To your fruit shining like dew 

I cried light to your root, 

The moist and  dark and stubborn.  

 

Now you are not 

Now you block the day from me 

And of the moon that hasn’t yet risen. 

 

Come. 
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(I wrote about you the day before yesterday,  

And your young memory 

Inflames my hands like nettle.) 

Come and see the strange pomegranate: 

His blood is in my soul, in my head, in my hands 

And still he is implanted in his place. 

 

Carmi is insistent on asking the tree itself to be gone, as if he were a magician 

ordering an object to disappear. Lost in translation are the sounds the pronouncements 

of the intense fruit’s red color repeated three times, adom, adom, adom, paralleling the 

sounds of the prayer liturgy, kadosh, kadosh, kadosh, “Holy, Holy, Holy, found in the 

Kedushah prayer in which the angels are singing to God about God’s holiness. The 

pomegranate is unrelenting. It is daytime and it already foreshadows the future 

presence of the moon, which, it’s view it will obstruct-Hutzbah! For a moment, a young 

women enters the poem, if only as an afterthought and surrounded by parenthesis, 

possibly to bear witness to this edifice, this tree for which he has no control. Although, it 

may be the reverse: that the tree has been called upon to see this person who has 

burned and stung her memory into the poet’s thoughts. The poem ends with the poet 

failing to wish the tree away and instead, the tree and he become one where “his blood 

is in my soul, my head, my hands.”84 “Read one way, the poem is clearly touched with 

                                                      
84 This verse fragment may be a reference to the biblical verse in Leviticus 17:11 in which God speaks to 
Moses saying that “for the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have assigned it to you for making 
expiation for your lives upon the altar; it is the blood, as life, that effects expiation.” Rashi’s commentary 
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the tragic awareness of modern Israel-its possession by a landscape and a history which 

it wished merely to use for its own creative purpose-but only if we do not labor the 

point.”85 

Dan Pagis (1930-1986) survived the Holocaust as an adolescent by escaping from 

a Ukrainian concentration camp in 1944. He immigrated to pre-State Israel in 1946.   

Robert Alter, emeritus professor of Hebrew and comparative literature at UC Berkeley 

notes that “within a few years of his eventual arrival in Palestine, Pagis was publishing 

poetry in his newly learned language and guesses that this rapid determination to 

become a poet in Hebrew…was not only a young person’s willed act of adaptation but 

also the manifestation of a psychological need to seek expression in a medium that was 

itself a radical displacement of his native language. He cautions that he does not mean 

to suggest that Pagis is estranged in any way from the language in which he writes. In 

fact, the revolution in Hebrew verse that he helped bring about was above all the 

perfection of a natural sounding colloquial norm for Hebrew poetry.” His was a poetry 

steeped in the early state culture of destruction and rebirth which allowed for a genre 

that incorporated the terrible fact of the Holocaust paired with the project of nation 

building. Honi seems to be an attempt by Pagis to affect a collective amnesia by placing 

                                                      
states that For the soul of the flesh: of every creature is dependent upon the blood, and therefore, I have 
given it to atone for the soul of man. [In this way,] one “soul” [namely, the blood of a sacrifice] shall come 
and atone for another soul. Edited by Rav Mordechai Leib Katzenellenbogen  
 from his Hebrew language edition of Torat Chaim, Chamisha Chumshei Torah, Volume Vayikra, (Mosad 
HaRav Kook, Jerusalem, Israel, 1988) 15. 
 
85 Stephen Mitchell, T. Carmi and Dan Pagis Selected Poems, (Penguin Book, England, 1976) 11. 
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a character in Jewish Midrashic history who slept for seventy years only to wake up to a 

new reality without anyone or anything familiar. 

 

Honi 

When he returned and opened his eyes and stood there, uncalled for 

at the highway’s edge, wrinkled up in his old coat, 

he remembered and knew the night and was no stranger: 

As always, the clouds, stealing across borders, hurried by, 

And a blind rain, begging at doors, tapped 

on its tin for a penny, 

and a city of passers-by revolved 

in glass lights as if in some other darkness 

And so, brought back by God, he dreams on. 

The year’s not so urgent; he’s no longer late. 

He can still ascend to the circle that opens on high 

and go back to sleep, 

Forgotten amid the Milky Way. 

 

Pagis, representative of many new Israelis as Palestine became Israel were living 

in a duality of metaphysical reality. Part of them wanted only to forget the past and in 

this Pagis supported those, like him, who rebelled against the pain of memory. The 

other part surged forward, looking to heroic examples that shifted the victim paradigm. 
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In Honi, the protagonist is a wanderer, following the clouds and the rain in a well-worn 

coat, not exactly fitting into his environment. He returns to the night, a place where 

moderns have less comfort, and to his sleep that shielded him. Pagis, in many other 

examples, bears witness and speaks out in a language appropriately described as the 

feeling one gets when one has sand in one’s shoes: it makes walking difficult and 

running toward some bright future quite impossible. Pagis voice was essential in the 

early state years. Jews may be defined by our collective memory since we choose to 

remember that which is the most painful. Pagis provides a creative, literary mechanism 

and “without the building blocks of communal remembrance, the individual would face 

personal history with no vocabulary at all. Without the bits and pieces of oddly stitched 

together personal remembrance, the public past would become a deadly weight on the 

present, and on the future.”86 

Yehuda Amichai (1924-2000) was born in Germany in 1924. Schooled in Hebrew 

at the Israelitische Volkschule he did not formally begin speaking Hebrew until his 

immigration to Jerusalem in 1936. In WWII he served under British command in the 

Jewish Brigade and prior to the War of Independence he joined the Palmakh. Amichai, 

more that other poets of his generation, the older Native movement members, 

provided a necessary bridge to the newer half of this distinct literary group. His poetry is 

accessible and was known to open up the landscape characterized by the complexities 

of modern Israeli culture, exposing the individual’s angst about war, politics and religion. 

                                                      
86 Vera Schwarcz, Notes on the Wall, Chapter 4 of Bridge Across Broken Time: Chinese and Jewish Cultural 
Memory, (Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 1998) 74. 
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He was exceptionally adept at wordplay and would often infuse biblical idiom and 

metaphor directly out of the Tanakh, skilled in crafting new midrash. To the Full Severity 

of Compassion is an example epitomizing his edge in observing and commenting on 

politics, “issuing a call-to the reader or to himself-to observe, identify with, and take 

responsibility for those people, described in the poem’s first stanza, whose houses have 

been ruined.”87 

In the Full Severity of Mercy 

Count them 

You are able to count them. They 

are not like the sand on the seashore. They 

are not innumerable like the stars. They are like lonely people. 

On the corner or in the street. 

 

Count them. See them 

seeing the sky through ruined houses. 

Go out through the stones and come back, What 

will you come back to? But count them, for they 

do their time in dreams 

and they walk around outside and their hopes are unbandaged 

and gaping, and they will die of them. 

                                                      
87 Chana Kronfeld, Beyond Thematicism in the Historiography of Post-1948 Political Poetry, (Jewish Social 
Studies: History, Culture, Society, n.s. 18, no. 3, Spring/Summer 2012) 183.  
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Count them.  

Too soon they learned to read the terrible 

writing on the wall. To read and write on 

other walls. And the feast continues in silence. 

 

Count them. Be present, for they 

have already used up all the blood and there’s still not enough, 

as in a dangerous operation, when one 

is exhausted and beaten like ten thousand. For who is  

the judge, and what is the judgment, 

unless it be in the full sense of the night 

and in the full severity of mercy. 

 

 True to Amichai’s Hebrew form but not obvious in the English, the opening 

imperative word in Hebrew for Count! is not the colloquial typical s’for but the formal 

mene, a verb infrequently found in the Tanakh, but notably found in 2 Samuel 24:1  

denoting God’s anger against Israel. “He incited David against them saying, Go and 

number Israel and Judah!” S’for, on the other hand, the usual way in which God talks 

endearingly with Abraham, is about counting the future ancestors, that they should be 

as numerous as the stars in the heavens or the grains of sand. (Genesis 15:5, 22:17.) In 

other words, the poem is already beginning with an imperative to count, but it is a 
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negative accounting. The poet relegates those to be counted NOT as numerous as the 

stars or grains of sand-they are fewer and they are alone. “Biblical promises of 

plentitude are thus rejected in favor of the world of lonely, separate people who are 

always victimized in Amichai’s poetry by their own dependence on impossible dreams 

and empty promises. Their hopes are like open wounds that will eventually kill them.”88  

 The writing on the wall is not simply a cliché. It is another allusion referring to a 

biblical passage (Daniel 5) regarding Belshazzar and those that helped him rule stating 

that “God has numbered the days of your kingdom, has weighed in the balances and 

decided to cut off your kingdom from you…” This indicates that those who fail to see the 

signs of impending disaster cannot therefore see the writing on the wall and their doom 

is imminent. The word for numbered, in Daniel, is once again from the Hebrew root of 

count, repeated throughout the poem, mem-nun-hey.  

As per Chana Kronfeld’s commentary, “Amichai says…it is these people, who are 

entitled-after all the waiting and hoping-to the full severity of mercy…”  

Amichai may be a prophet in a poet’s uniform foretelling the plight of the Palestinian 

people. The Full Severity of Mercy may be his cry out to anyone listening that what has 

happened to the Palestinian Arabs at the beginning of Statehood may haunt us in the 

future and is he inferring that all we do is take note by (negatively) counting them. This 

sentiment was not supported by the new Israeli administration. Amichai’s poetry had 

been targeted at one point early in the young State’s independence as “dangerous.” 

                                                      
88 Chana Kronfeld, Allusion: An Israeli Perspective, (Prooftexts, Vol. 5, No.2, May 1985) 153. 
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Amichai continued his pursuit of unbridled censoring throughout his expansive and 

prolific career. 

 

Section 2 Summary 

Modern Hebrew poetry evolved from the idealistic days of early Zionism when 

poet’s words held sway, speaking anthems and truly represented the collective spirit of 

post-Enlightenment, emancipated secular Jews. Up until the moment of May 14, 1948 

when Zionism achieved its fundamental goal, Jewish sovereignty in the land of Israel, 

poets were regarded with the highest esteem. They shaped the words of the movement 

and their words were recited and their personas were revered. 1948 not only marked 

Israel’s rebirth but also the “threshold of a new epoch in which Hebrew poetry gradually 

relinquished its national role.” 89 

Did the poets of the Yishuv up to the moment of Statehood represent the true 

voice of those participating in the Zionist enterprise? There are divergent answers to 

this question because literature, and in particular poetry is not defined in terms of black 

and white. The answer may lie in the gray area. Modern Hebrew poetry takes many 

forms. It cannot be only characterized as a tool for a movement’s members to coalesce 

their collective thoughts into verse as mantra. It can connect a generation’s suffering 

and feelings to deeply rooted Biblical metaphor. It can tell a personal story with idiom 

that is a nation’s personal story. It can share its love relationships with others and with 

                                                      
89 Michael Guzman, Sovereignty and Melancholia: Israel Poetry after 1948, (Jewish Social Studies: History, 
Culture, Society n.s. 18, no. 3 (Spring/Summer 2012) 165. 
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landscapes that inspire love. It can praise and it can damn God. It can simply be an 

individual’s personal creative expression. 

 The history of the Yishuv to Statehood is complex. Mandatory Palestine, Aliyah 

waves, governance, security, cultural machinations, collectivism and individualism all fit 

together in a messy, unscripted manner calling to its nearly imperceptible, unbelievable 

success.  Our history does not lend itself to a smooth, well ordered dovetailing of 

Modern Hebrew poetry overlaying or sewing together its parts. But, that is not its 

design.  
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Section 3 

 

Cross-Analysis and Synthesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to study a significant Israeli historic period through 

the lens the history of Modern Hebrew poets and to examine how poetry reflects on 

and is reflected by the history of its time and subject and to determine the degree to 

which the poetry reflects on history. This thesis considers the pivotal period of Jewish 

history before the establishment of the new State of Israel and posited the theory that 

poets, similar to historians, tell the story of history through their unique perspectives as 

a conduit of social consciousness. The question raised in this thesis is, “How Do readers 

of Modern Hebrew poets understand history through their poetry?” 

Historians typically rely on facts, figures, biographies, and events that have 

occurred. “History is what historians have the vision to find, or what they chose to do… 

The true historian is moved by curiosity, the rage to know just for the sake of knowing, 

and by the desire to relate for the sake of relating. When they identify and describe 

events, historians write history... And, since events do not coincide with the perceptions 

of their actors or their witnesses, it is the historian who makes the event, or remakes it, 

out of the evidence he has the sense or luck to lay his mind on. Historiography is not 

arbitrary, but it is subjective.90” The subjectivity that is innate to a historian’s 

perspective is guided by his grappling with the judgments he makes, the relationship he 

                                                      
90 Eugene Weber, History is What Historians Do: Writing History: Essay on Epistemology  
 NYTimes Book Review, July, 22, 1984). 
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has with particular facts, and the assumption he makes regarding specific details on 

human life. In cases of recent history, as in the study of pre-State Israel, historians have 

direct access to seemingly infinite primary sources that may even include 

autobiographical interviews. Secondary sources are also abundant. Imbedded within the 

sources are facts often considered to be accepted judgments on evidence. However, a 

cautionary statement must be made about sources: they are, in all likelihood, both facts 

and opinions that are derived from a particular point of view. It is clear that facts exist.  

The real tension is not about the actual facts but rather about inferences that are 

considered to be “complex cumulative judgments on the relationship between 

facts…inferences are the bridges built by a historian’s mind to relate these fixed points 

in a network of meaning.”91 And, according to Cantor and Schneider in How to Study 

History, the best history written is that which has the greater number of inferential lines 

drawn between the specific facts. It goes without saying that historians’ craft is quite 

creative. 

Poets begin with a different premise than historians. Poets’ objective for taking 

to pen is not about the historical context and reflecting within that which they write. 

Poet’s premise is not typically linked to actual facts or events. Poets are creative writers 

who are more adept at obtrusiveness, “allusion, symbol, meaning, sound and the 

like…”92 and they are not governed by dates, personalities, events and politics but 

rather by their own individual voice painting with words on a paper canvas illuminating 

                                                      
91 Cantor and Schneider, 25. 
 
92 Burnshaw, Carmi, Spicehandler, xiii. 
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the page with imagery and perspective. To conjecture that analyzing poetry during a 

specific era is likely to give readers understanding about the specific history of that era 

may be wishful thinking. This thesis posits the argument that one can understand 

history through the poet’s words and perceptions of historical events.  It is also probable 

that at a time in history when Modern Hebrew poets were employing the tools of “new” 

Hebrew, that which Ben Yehuda helped to establish, their collective efforts of the 

written word in the form of poetry did contain essential characteristics of history 

interpreters. Additionally, and in no small part, their use of new Hebrew relied on their 

use of “old” Hebrew; that of the Bible, portions of the Mishna and Talmud and its 

legends, Midrash and its commentaries, liturgical sources as well as Jewish philosophical 

texts. Therefore, a limitation tacitly implied in this thesis is that reliance on English 

translation does a supreme disservice to the integrity of the original Hebrew in each 

poem. Translations are at best approximations of content and to truly do a thesis of this 

nature justice, one would be more successful writing it in Hebrew, and interpreting the 

written word from its original. Hebrew’s rich rhyme patterns, alliteration capacity, 

homonymic range, cadence and raw sound are innate to its form and difficult to match, 

translate, and interpret due in large part to its imbrications. Language was a limitation 

to this study, however, one can overcome this limitation by critically reading both the 

Hebrew in its original form and the translation. Nonetheless, poets and their poetry 

discussed in the previous section, even when interpreting English translations, allow for 

one to sample a moment in history through their words, interpretations, feelings and 

personal experiences.  
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Haim Nahum Bialik  (1873-1934) and Saul Tchernichovsky (1875-1943) 

demonstrated in the early days of the Yishuv at the turn of the 20th century that poets 

are well suited as movement spokespeople. Their poetry defined the essential 

foundational angst Jews experienced in a world that was molting out of traditional 

clothing into garments of a new age. This included a significant demographic of Eastern 

European Jews transitioning from the particular Jewish religious tradition to the 

universalist political movements-for Jews this could take the form of Zionism or 

Socialism or other isms. In “Alone,” Bialik’s poetry reflects this angst. Bialik eschews the 

past as the Shekhinah, God’s divine female presence, as she sheds a tear when she 

comes to the realization that the old world Judaism may be coming to an end.  

Tchernichovsky’s Eagle! Eagle! written in 1936 was a reaction to the 1936 Arab 

riots. Imagery of an alpha bird of prey souring over the Judean desert has been 

interpreted as both the precarious condition of Yishuv settlements and the threat to 

their existence.93 The eagle, exemplified by Tchernichovsky, is what the new Jew must 

aspire to be: a force to be reckoned with. In both examples, one must read into words 

to speculate as to the poet’s real intention regarding the poem’s meaning. Do either of 

these two poems truly represent history?  One can read the poem and say, “the poet is 

referring to the loss of tradition in Alone” (Yes!) and the poet in ‘Eagle, Eagle’ is 

describing anguish regarding uncertainty and the eagle is who we aspire to be as a new 

Nation (Maybe.). Herein lies the challenge of ascertaining a direct correlation between 

                                                      
93 Naomi Sokoloff, Hopkins’ “Windhover” and Tschernichovsky’s “Eagle! Eagle!, (Prooftexts, Vol. 3, No. 2, 
May 1983) 192. 
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poetry’s words to meaning if one is looking to the poem for a glimpse into history. In 

specific cases, there may be a direct correlation. In other instances the reader may be 

groping for connections or be required to conjecture as to whether the poet meant for a 

particular allusion to represent a history-driven marker, a clue imbedded within the 

words to indicate a moment in history.  

A recurring theme written in many articles about the socio-dynamics of the pre-

State is that of the emergence of a new Jewish entity embodying secularism in the name 

of Socialist Zionism.94  An entire school of poets were under the tutelage of Zionism 

which was, “in many ways a product of literary utopianism, and Hebrew literature was 

an integral element in the Labor Zionist goal of forging a polity based on nation, 

territory, and language…writers who did not or could not write as national 

subjects…faced great obstacles and were relegated to marginality.”95   

Abraham Shlonsky was a leader of the Hebrew Moderna, the Yishuv’s Hebrew 

poet’s movement of the 1930’s and 1940’s that practiced marginalization of other 

poets. Dahlia Ravikovich’s was one such poet. She was a highly regarded poet in the 

Statehood Generation yet her poetry was marginalized in part because Hebrew 

                                                      
94 Ari Ofengenden, Radical Recasting of Tradition: Abraham Shlonsky’s Hegemony in the Hebrew Poetry of 
the 1930’s (Hebrew Studies, Vol. 47, 2006) 329; Moshe Davis, Martin Buber: Character Change and Social 
Experiment, (The Seminary Institute of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York, 1956) 205; 
Ari Ofengenden, ’Days will Come and They will Demand an Account. What will I Give?’: The Dynamics of 
Secularization in Abraham Shlonsky’s Writings, (Hebrew Studies, Vol. 51, 2010)  229-230; Chana Kronfeld, 
Beyond Thematicism in Historiography of Post 1948 Political Poetry, (Jewish Social Studies: History, 
Culture, Society, n.s. 18, no. 3, Spring/Summer 2012) 180-181; Adam Rovner, Michael Gluzman,: The 
Politics of Canonicity: Lines of Resistance in Modernist Hebrew Poetry,  (Stanford, CA, Stanford University 
Press, 2003) 248-250. 
 
95 Adam Rovner, 249. 
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literature had an androcentric bias. Michael Gluzman in his article, “To Endow Suffering 

with Elegance”: Dahlia Ravikovitch and the Poetry of the Statehood Generation states 

rather matter of fact-ly that Hebrew literature has always been seen, both by writers 

and critics as patrilineal. She intentionally distanced herself and her art stylistically 

composed  “intricate imbrications in all the historical strata of the Hebrew language” 

and she was “working against the historiographic script of intergenerational rebellion.” 

Additionally, she intentionally wrote poetry that simulated poets of the previous 

generation. Ravikovitch is not “the victim of a canon that ignored or rejected her. On the 

contrary, right from the start, by the mid-1950’s she was recognized as a poet of the 

first order…nevertheless, as a poet Ravikovitch could never be considered a 

spokesperson of the generation or a representative of the collective…precisely because 

she was recognized as a (personal-universal) poetess…”96 In other words, she may have 

been ahead of her time, and for the purposes of this thesis, her beautifully composed 

poetry did not conform to movement driven content and therefore not easily pigeon-

holed as poetry correlate-able within the historical context of the pre-state poets, as 

compared with Shlonsky who was cognizant about the zeitgeist of this era.    

Section 2’s analysis of Shlonsky’s Revelation reveals an example of how he 

manifested radical secularization into one of Judaism’s most pronounced symbols, that 

of prophets, and in this particular poem, commentators surmise that he writes himself 

into the persona of the “secular” prophet. Although Revelation depicts the poet taking 

                                                      
96 Michael Gluzman, To Endow Suffering with Elegance”: Dahlia Ravikovitch and the Poetry of the 
Statehood Generation, (Prooftexts, Vol. No. 28, 2008) 285. 
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Tanakh-religious Judaic topics and true to Labor Zionist movement’s intention he 

metaphorically inverts them into a secular mindset.  This not only speaks to the era but 

to a particular event or sequence in history.97 One would be required to review later 

poems, in the 1950’s (Stones of Parchment, published in 1960) by Shlonsky to hear his 

matured voice describing a Tel Aviv neighborhood such that one could project a historic 

description on this neighborhood and remark, “That’s Tel Aviv, circa 1954!”7 

  Uri Zvi Greenberg’s voice in the pre-State era reflected his personal tragedy: 

losing all members of his family in the Holocaust. His poetry is rich in biblical allusion 

and his devotion to Zionism, showcases a level of extremism. During the 1936 Arab riots 

and prior to his personal loss of family as a result of the Holocaust, The Book of 

Denunciation and of Faith, by Greenberg was considered racist by the mainstream. It 

was an anti-Arab call to take revenge “denouncing the complacency of his generation in 

failing to see the eternal enmity borne by the ‘cross and crescent’ against the messianic 

destiny of the Jews.”8 His extremism was not only pronounced in his writing: he was 

also active as a member of the right-wing Revisionist military underground force, the 

Irgun. Greenberg is also representative of a class of Modern Hebrew poets who 

continued to look back at what was and lament angrily, using biblical metaphor, rather 

                                                      
97 Shlonsky’s effect on secular Hebrew culture is thoroughly discussed in E. Zakim’s article, To Build and Be 
Built: Landscape Literature, and the Construction of Zionist Identity, (Philadelphia, PA, University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 100. 
 
7 Shlonsky’s poem from the collection, Stones of Parchment, is  entitled, “Mr. X Speaks about his 
Neighborhood.” In it he continues to use biblical reference even within the title: Neum is typically used in 
biblical discourse as the word of God in the mouth of God’s prophets. He uses the biblical spelling and 
combines it with the rabbinical Neum Ploni-Mr. X  speaks- used in edicts, verdicts and contracts during the 
rabbinic period.  
 
8 Burnshaw, Carmi, Spicehandler, 60 
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than to look forward to the end of exile and freedom. Under the Tooth of their Plow, is 

one such poetic rendering with Greenberg displaying his hatred toward the perpetrators 

of the Holocaust and his dismissive regard to God, who, from his secular-Zionist 

perspective, abandoned the Jews altogether.  

Amir Gilboa straddled the fence between warrior and poet but from a more 

centrist position as compared with Greenberg’s reactionary political and military 

actions. He affiliated with the North Africa British Hebrew Unit in World War II, the 

Jewish Brigade in Italy, and the Israeli Defense Force in the Independence War and not 

with the illegal Irgun. Gilboa, too, lost his entire family in the Holocaust but did not 

display his bitterness and hatred in the same vein as Uri Zvi Greenberg.9 Rather, he 

channeled his energy into what can be defined as war poetry. An entire collection of his 

work, Sheva Reshuyot-Seven Domains, is dedicated to his wartime experiences. As with 

the poetry of his contemporaries, Gilboa’s is filled with biblical reference while 

managing to pour out his heart to lost comrades in arms. With Gilboa, his pre-State 

poetry is directly correlate-able to the history at hand. His 1953 publication, Songs in 

Early Morning, is a collection of poems that leaves behind his war poetry and diverges 

into a new State feeling. Two such poems, If There Were a Hundred Hats and Joy are 

both symptomatic of tempered euphoria related to the new State and the realization 

that with joy comes pain and sorrow.9   

                                                      
 
9 Refer to the Appendices for both complete poems and their translations. 
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Of particular note on how poetry reflects historical events is the poet Chaim 

Hefer. He crossed over to great renown as one of the early state’s preeminent 

songwriters. Even during the State’s formative period his military service took unusual 

prestige as he founded the Palmach’s musical band. His poetry became lyrics in songs 

that were revered and sung patriotically with all the intent of a Zionist propaganda, 

identifying strongly with the social culture through analogizing land with nostalgia, 

people with history and movement with religious tones.  Nathan Alterman’s poetry is 

similar to Hefer’s both in symbolism and broad appeal: Hefer’s became songs and 

Alterman’s remained poetry, but Alterman’s words, in particular The Silver Platter, were 

committed to memory and were recited out loud by generations of school children. 

Silver Platter exemplified early state Zionist spirit and is read, to this day, annually at 

national Yom Hazikaron-Day of Remembrance celebrations.98 It’s imagery punctuated 

what all Jews held close to their hearts then as well as now: that the state will be hard 

fought, that our children will stand ready, that some will not return home and that 

survival and future are not handed on a silver platter. Alterman excelled as a ballad-ist 

and because he published weekly in Davar, the Histatrut-Labor Zionist newspaper, he 

was widely read. His The Silver Platter rivaled Hefer’s We Left Slowly and both poets 

shared in buoying the population’s spirits with messages of hope and better future.  

Abba Kovner may be appropriately grouped with Hefer and Alterman for his 

reach, range and intent. His intense military experience in Europe led him to writing 

                                                      
98 Alterman wrote this poem in response to Chaim Weizmann’s words pronounced in December 1947 
following the UN Partition Plan vote saying, “No state is ever handed on a silver platter…The partition plan 
does not give the Jews but an opportunity.” 
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poetry comparable to Gilboa’s war poetry.  Imagery of desert landscapes and references 

to biblical battles (Deborah’s war song “nahal kdumim-rivers of old verse from Judges 

and afik-river bed a simile from Psalm126:4 are alluded to in Opening.) fill the many 

lines of his pre-State poetry.  Kovner’s activism within the Shomer Ha’tzaeer aptly placed 

him as the Cultural Affairs Officer to the Givati Brigade in the War of Independence. 

Here his missives were often extreme forms of propaganda promoting slaughter and 

were considered “over the top” promotions to the troops readying them for battle. Even 

so, his poetry and leadership are well regarded by the new State citizenry and his 

contribution to Modern Hebrew poetry is that of war correspondent or narrator.  

The last four poets representing this thesis’ analysis projected their voices 

differently from those already discussed: Esther Rabb, T. Carmi, Dan Pagis and Yehuda 

Amichai. Esther Raab, unlike all others, was born in pre-State Palestine. Her upbringing, 

her frame of reference, her academic studies of Palestinian flora and fauna, her 

landscape vistas, her everything was based in the land that all other poets previously 

viewed yearned for and aspired to be part of. Raab was known as the “landscape 

poetess.”10  Her use of Hebrew is fluid and natural. Her subjects are often inspired by 

the fresh and untamed environment that surrounded her upbringing. Today I am 

Modest speaks to her unique perspective as one who is native-born who welcomes the 

new immigrants with open arms and who gives them hope for a new future.   This line 

                                                      
10 Fellow poet, Natan Zach was quoted calling her the landscape poet. Barbara Mann’s article, Framing the 
Native: Esther Raab’s Visual Poetics, (Israel Studies 4:1, 1999) 241, 
 thoroughly describes Raab’s native affection of the land fully analyzing Raab’s creative use of alliteration 
in Hebrew language. In one example, Mann describes a poem that gives profound meaning to colors 
without even writing a singular word for color. 
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epitomizes the depth of her connection to the land: “ "I will cling at evening [edbak] to 

the edges of your hills/ like a parched wailing weed [chilfa]."11 One can dovetail the 

progression of her written word with the urbanization of her beloved home’s vistas. 

Raab’s 1920 era poems spoke to her awareness of the intense urban growth during the 

decade of the 1920’s, swelling immigration numbers, and building booms.99  

T. Carmi has the uncommon distinction of being born in the United States. 

Hebrew was spoken at home; his first language was Hebrew and at school he was 

taught biblical and Midrashic tradition. His poetry is regarded as quite natural, 

combining both Modern Hebrew idiom under laid with Judaic context. Pomegranate is 

emblematic of the newer age of Modern Hebrew poet who is already universalist in his 

perspective and does not speak for a movement’s membership or to a particular –ism’s 

philosophy. Comparable to Raab’s native-born poetic intuition, Carmi’s words feel 

rooted to the land and like the pomegranate tree in the poem, he becomes one with it 

much like new immigrants to the young State and their profound connection to the land 

of their ancestors. 

Dan Pagis and T. Carmi are found together in a classic poetry book entitled, T. 

Carmi and Dan Pagis: Selected Poems, translations by Stephen Mitchell. The 

                                                      
11 Esther Raab, Tel Aviv. Similar to all poets analyzed, Raab freely made use of biblical language, beginning 
the poem like 1:8 in the Book of Lamentations in which Jerusalem is likened to a sinful woman whose 
unfaithfulness has let to her ruin. Tel Aviv begins with “ How can I weep when there is no tear…” as 
compared with Lamentations “How [eycha] does the city sit solitary, that was full of people, how is she 
become like a widow, she that was great among the nations. . . . she weeps [bachu] sore in the night and 
her tears are on her cheeks, she has not [eyn] a comforter from among her lovers . . ." 
 
99 Raab’s poem, Tel Aviv, is found in the appendices. This poem diverts completely with soft landscape 
images by expressing with tears, rebellious feet, and cement stones her personal loss at the changed 
landscape from rural pastoral to urban paved. 
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Introduction is by M. L. Rosenthal who writes “An urgent desire-a lust-to isolate spiritual 

resources that will make us as strong as possible in the face of history’s savage blows 

while we remain responsively open to reality and the creative possibilities within it may 

be endemic to the modern mind. If so, these two Israeli poets are compellingly accurate 

spokesmen for that mind, as well as for their own country’s special and precarious poise 

and for their own very individual natures.”12 Even though their upbringings couldn’t 

have been more different, Carmi’s safe American environment verses Pagis’ hostile 

European Holocaust survival, Pagis took to Hebrew poetry like a newborn duck to water. 

Honi is a representative poem of yet another poet’s voice who was forced to transition 

from a world one tried desperately to forget to a new hopeful world full of promise. 

Both Pagis and Carmi are similar to Raab as individualistic reconnoiters of the new State 

era’s narrators, each from their unique perspective, unlike the Shlonsky writers who 

were beholden to a movement’s mindset.  

Yehuda Amichai closes the chapter on the pre-State era poets, becoming the 

poet emeritus of a generation. Amichai is representative of the accessibility of his 

Hebrew fully rich in biblical allusion, with his fearless confindence to speak his mind.  

Throughout his prophetic and prolific career, Amichai broke away from most political 

constraints. “I Want to Die in My Bed”  “was a poem memorized by a generation.”13 It is 

ultimately patriotic and makes use of biblical battle scenes to punctuate its story telling 

                                                      
12 Stephen Mitchell, T. Carmi and Dan Pagis: Selected Poems, (Penguin Book, England (1976) 20. 
 
 
13 Chana Kronfeld, 186. 
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nature, but it is not a pacifist poem. In it the protagonist  is a reluctant soldier who must 

take up arms to defend his country-but don’t call him a hero. His letters to his beloved 

girlfriend Ruth, which made up the basis for this poem, reflected “a living testimony to 

the national frame of mind: a mixture of grief, caused by the many casualties, with an 

unparalleled courage and resilience.”14 Amichai’s poetry may be directly correlated to 

the history of this era from a sociological perspective. He writes on topics including how 

one feels about war, what is the relevance of religion, and how politics pollutes ethics. 

He is the true universalist poet with deep love for Israel and all its people.  

 

Implications for Jewish educators 

Jewish educators are at liberty to swing wide of typical and often mundane 

Modern Jewish history lessons by telling the history through the lens of a poet or a 

comparative analysis of poets. Three examples illustrating the point are as follows:  

1 Instead of reading statistics about the Holocaust, its survivors, and how many 

lived out their days in Israel, one could isolate one poet, for example Amir Gilboa 

or Dan Pagis, read several of their poems out loud that are Holocaust thematic 

(both in Hebrew and English), translate, identify biblical references using a 

Tanakh with translation, and then back-read the poet’s personal history. 

2 Conduct an Israeli geography of flora and fauna unit through the poetry of Esther 

Raab that might allow students to paint while hearing a poem’s recitation.  

                                                      
14 Gold, Nili Scharf, Yehuda Amichai: The Making of Israel's National Poet, ( Hanover, NH: University Press 
of New England / Brandeis University Press, 2008) 123. 
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3 Select two Amichai poems, one from the pre-State period and one from the Six-

Day War era, analyze translations, make good use of a Tanakh to identify specific 

biblical allusions, and determine the “politics” or intent of the poems in relation 

to the era in which they were written allowing for the examination of poetry in 

order to understand an historical era. You might mention “education” in your 

brief introductory remarks as well.  

 

Limitations of this study  

Hebrew to English translations challenged the potential for a more profound 

analysis of the poetry which may have diminished meaning as well as intent: 

cadence, repetitive sounds, tones, onomatopoeic sequences, and rhymes are not 

seen or felt. Studying the work of Modern Hebrew Poetry is best conducted in 

Hebrew.  Additionally, many articles were available in the original Hebrew with no 

available translations. Access to these articles in English may have augmented 

understanding of both the period and the content of the poetry selected.  

 

Conclusion 

This thesis attempts to view history through the words of poets. Attempt is an 

instructive framing for the task at hand because poetry is not history. Poetry is not 

confined to an exact form or science because poets are not scientists solving hypotheses 

governed by laws of physics or mathematics. Poets are also not historians. Although 

analyzing poetry in an effort to find history may in many instances be a needle in 
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haystack search exercise, it is a fabulous exercise that yielded many positive benefits. 

Among them, the selection of 20th Century poets and the pre-State Yishuv era in which 

they wrote allowed this student to encounter the distinct evolution of the poets and 

their personal histories on how and about what they wrote in addition to gaining 

knowledge of this pivotal period in Jewish history.  

As a group, these poets helped enrich Hebrew as the new/old language of a 

future Jewish State, giving the Yishuv and Diaspora Jewish communities contemporary 

Hebrew “piyyutim”. Their poetry was revered to the extent that common citizens as well 

as school children committed many poems to memory. Poetry mattered. Because 

Modern Hebrew poets drew on the deep well of biblical allusion even with the 

secularization of the Yishuv society, and within the context of poetry, it rooted an 

immigrant generation to the land. Poets wrote about their experiences. Frequently, 

their poems directly mirrored history’s events including the Holocaust and participation 

in wars. With equal frequency poems exposed feelings and emotions about the new era 

of moving from exile to the Promised Land in allegorical language.  

Where this research fits into the wider swatch of Yishuv era poetry analyses is in 

its effort to fit a round dowel into a square hole: it fits, sort of, if you wiggle it back and 

forth a bit. This study is tangential to other studies in that it posited a known truth that 

poetry doesn’t formally tell the story of history but that it can, in many instances, 

represent a voice within the context of history, giving that particular history an “un-

factual” rendering.  
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Future studies spawned from this thesis suggest conducting comparative 

analyses of the pre-State era poets with other generations of Modern Hebrew Poets, 

again using their voice in relation to history.  
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(March 10, 1948)

War of Independence: Table of Contents | Background & Overview | War
Maps

1. Introduction

(a) The objective of this plan is to gain control of the areas of the Hebrew state and defend its borders. It
also aims at gaining control of the areas of Jewish settlement and concentration which are located
outside the borders [of the Hebrew state] against regular, semi-regular, and small forces operating from
bases outside or inside the state.

(b) This plan is based on three previous plans:

1. Plan B, September 1945.

2. The May 1946 Plan.1

3. Yehoshua Plan, 1948.2

(c) Since these plans were designed to deal with the situation inside the country (the first two plans deal
with the first phase of incidents, while the third plan deals with the possibility of invasion by regular
armies from the neighboring countries), the aim of Plan D is to fill the gaps in the previous three plans
and to make them more suitable for the situation expected to obtain at the end of British rule in the
country.

2. Basic Assumptions

This plan is based on the following basic assumptions:

(a) The Enemy

1. Expected composition of forces:

The semi-regular forces of the Liberation Army affiliated with the Arab League, which operate from
already occupied bases or bases to be occupied in the future.

The regular forces of neighboring countries, which will launch an invasion across the borders, or
will operate from bases inside the country (the Arab Legion ).3

Israeli War of Independence: Plan Dalet
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Small local forces which operate, or will operate, from bases inside the country and within the
borders of the Hebrew state.

All three forces will be activated at the same time in accordance with a joint operational plan, and will
sometimes engage in tactical coordination.

2. Actual operations expected from the enemy' .

Isolation and, if possible, occupation of the eastern Galilee, western Galilee, and the Negev.

Infiltration into the heart of the area of Sharon4 and Emek Hefer'. in the direction of Qalqiliyyah-
Herzliya and Tulkarm-Netanya, roughly.

Isolation of the three major cities (especially Tel Aviv).5 

Disruption of food supply lines and other vital services such as water, electricity, etc.

3. Expected tactical methods:

Attacks by the regular and semi-regular forces on settlements, using heavy infantry weapons, as
well as field artillery, armored vehicles, and the air force.

Air strikes against centers within our cities (especially Tel Aviv)

Harassment operations carried out by small forces against transportation arteries and settlements
to give the operations mentioned above direct or tactical support. These forces will also carry out
sabotage operations against vital economic facilities and terrorist raids within cities.

(b) The Authorities

This plan rests on the general assumption that during its implementation, the forces of the [British]
authorities will not be present in the country.

In the event that British forces continue to control certain bases and areas, the plan must be modified to
deal with this situation in these areas. Additional instructions will be issued in this regard.

(c) International Forces

This plan rests on the assumption that there will be no international forces stationed in the country which
are capable of effective action,

 ( d) Operational Objectives

1. Self-defense against invasion by regular or semi-regular forces. This will be achieved by the following:

A fixed defensive system to preserve our settlements, vital economic projects, and property,
which will enable us to provide governmental services within the borders of the state (based on
defending the regions of the state on the one hand. and on blocking the main access routes from
enemy territory to the territory of the state. on the other).

Launching pre-planned counter-attacks on enemy bases and supply lines in the heart of his
territory. whether within the borders of the country [Palestine] or in neighboring countries.

2. Ensuring freedom of military and economic activity within the borders of the [Hebrew] state and in
Jewish settlements outside its borders by occupying and controlling important high-ground positions on
a number of transportation arteries.

3. Preventing the enemy from using frontline positions within his territory which can easily be used for
launching attacks. This will be effected by occupying and controlling them.

4. Applying economic pressure on the enemy by besieging some of his cities in order to force him to
abandon some of his activities in certain areas of the country.



5. Restricting the capability of the enemy by carrying out limited operations: occupation and control of
certain of his bases in rural and urban areas within the borders of the state.

6. Controlling government services and property within the borders of the state and ensuring the supply
of essential public services in an effective manner.

3. Assignment of Duties

In view of the operational objectives outlined above, the various armed services are assigned the
following duties:

(1) Strengthening the fixed defensive system designed to defend the zones, and coordinating its
deployment on the regional level. In addition, the main enemy access routes to the lands of the state
must be blocked through appropriate operations and measures.

(2) Consolidation of the defensive apparatus.

(3) Deployment in major cities.

(4) Control of the main transportation arteries country-wide.

(5) Encirclement of enemy cities.

(6) Occupation and control of frontline enemy positions.

(7) Counterattacks inside and outside the borders of the country.

(a) The Fixed Defensive System

1.The fixed defensive system in rural areas depends on two main factors: using protected areas for the
purpose of defending the circumference, on the one hand, and blocking main transportation routes used
by the enemy, on the other hand.

2. The security arrangements pertaining to the zones in rural areas, originally designed to repel small
enemy forces, must be modified in terms of planning and reinforcement to suit the tactical measures
expected to be employed by semi-regular or regular enemy forces. This will be effected according to
instructions issued by the operations branch in charge of defense and planning in rural areas.

3. In addition, if we take into consideration the tactical measures expected to be employed by the enemy,
efforts must be made to make a transition from a positional defense to a regional defense, so that the
unit of defense is the region and not the zone.

4, In order to achieve this objective, the following steps must be taken:

a) Transformation of the regional staff from an administrative staff to a general staff (selection of a
location, setting up a communications network, etc.)

b) Formation of a regional mobile reserve, to be recruited from the forces appointed to the zones, which
would reinforce the forces or carry out counterstrikes in the zones within each region according to pre-
arranged plans.

c) Adaptation and incorporation of the plans concerning fortification and opening fire in the zones to
those of the region, as far as possible, taking into consideration geographical circumstances and types
of weapons used. These plans must also be coordinated with the operations of the regional mobile
reserves.

5. Settlements which because of their geographical location cannot be included in a fixed regional
defense plan must be organized into local defense zones. Accordingly, they must be equipped to block
transport roads used by the enemy, or if tactical circumstances permit, to control the heights, setting up
fortifications and barricades and laying mines, etc. This will be done in addition to activating the zone's
defensive apparatus. Additional forces must be assigned to carry out these duties, as will be detailed
below. These specifications also apply to isolated regions.



6. Blocking the main enemy transportation routes.

a) The main enemy transportation routes which link his lands to the lands of the state, such as roads,
bridges, main passes, important crossroads, paths, etc. must be blocked by means of: acts of sabotage,
explosions, series of barricades, mine fields, as well as by controlling the elevations near roads and
taking up positions there.

b) A system of barricades must be set up in addition to the fixed defensive system. The tactical plans
concerning barricades must be adapted to and coordinated with the defensive plans concerning the
zones located near these barricades. They must also be coordinated with the regional defense plans if
this is possible from the geographical point of view.

(b) Consolidation of Defense Systems and Fortifications

The following operations must be carried out if the fixed defensive system is to be effective and if the
rear of this system is to be protected:

1. Occupation of police stations.6

2. Control of government installations and provision of services in each and every region.

3. Protection of secondary transportation arteries.

4. Mounting operations against enemy population centers located inside or near our defensive system in
order to prevent them from being used as bases by an active armed force. These operations can be
divided into the following categories:

 

Destruction of villages (setting fire to, blowing up, and planting mines in the debris),
especially those population centers which are difficult to control continuously.

Mounting search and control operations according to the following guidelines:
encirclement of the village and conducting a search7 inside it. In the event of resistance,
the. armed force must be destroyed and the population must be expelled outside the
borders of the state.

The villages which are emptied in the manner described above must be included in the fixed defensive
system and must be fortified as necessary.

In the absence of resistance, garrison troops will enter the village and take up positions in it or in
locations which enable complete tactical control. The officer in command of the unit will confiscate all
weapons, wireless devices, and motor vehicles in the village. In addition, he will detain all politically
suspect individuals. After consultation with the [Jewish] political authorities, bodies will be appointed
consisting of people from the village to administer the internal affairs of the village. In every region, a
[Jewish] person will be appointed to be responsible for arranging the political and administrative affairs of
all [Arab] villages and population centers which are occupied within that region.

(c) Deployment in Major Cities

Positions will be taken in the large cities according to the following principles:

1. Occupation and control of government facilities and property (post offices, telephone exchanges,
railroad stations, police stations, harbors, etc. )

2. Protection of all vital public services and installations.

3. Occupation and control of all isolated Arab neighborhoods located between our municipal center and



the Arab municipal center, especially those neighborhoods which control the city's exit and entry roads.
These neighborhoods will be controlled according to the guidelines set for searching villages. In case of
resistance, the population will be expelled to the area of the Arab municipal center.

4. Encirclement of the central Arab municipal area and its isolation from external transportation routes,
as well as the termination of its vital services (water, electricity, fuel, etc.), as far as possible. ,

(d) Control of Main Transportation Arteries on the Regional Level

1. Occupation and control of locations which overlook main regional transportation arteries, such as
police stations, water pumps, etc. These elevated locations will be transformed into fortified surveillance
posts to be used, when the need arises, as bases for a mobile defensive force. (In many cases, this
operation will be coordinated with the occupation of police stations, which aims at consolidating the fixed
defensive system.)

2. Occupation and control of Arab villages which constitute a serious obstruction on any of the main
transportation arteries. Operations against these villages will be carried out according to the
specifications given under the item pertaining to the searching of villages.

(e) Enemy Cities Will Be Besieged according to the Following Guidelines:

1. By isolating them from transportation arteries by laying mines, blowing up bridges, and a system of
fixed ambushes.

2. If necessary, by occupying high points which overlook transportation arteries leading to enemy cities,
and the fortification of our units in these positions.

3. By disrupting vital services, such as electricity, water, and fuel, or by using economic resources
available to us. or by sabotage.

4. By launching a naval operation against the cities that can receive supplies by sea, in order to destroy
the vessels carrying the provisions, as well as by carrying out acts of sabotage against harbor facilities.

(f) Occupation and Control of Front line Enemy Positions

Generally, the aim of this plan is not an operation of occupation outside the borders of the Hebrew state.
However, concerning enemy bases lying directly close to the borders which may be used as
springboards for infiltration into the territory of the state, these must be temporarily occupied and
searched for hostiles according to the above guidelines, and they must then be incorporated into our
defensive system until operations cease.

Bases located in enemy territory which are intended to be temporarily occupied and controlled will be
listed among the operational targets for the various brigades.

(g) Counterattacks Inside and Outside the Borders of the State

Counterattacks will be used as ancillary measures for the fixed defensive system in order to abort the
organized attacks launched by semi-regular and regular enemy forces, whether from bases inside the
country or from outside the borders.

Counterattacks will be launched according to the following guidelines:

1. Diversionary attacks; i.e., while the enemy is launching an attack against one of our areas, [our forces
will launch] a counterattack deep inside another area controlled by the enemy with the aim of diverting
his forces in the direction of the counterattack.

2. Striking at transportation and supply routes deep inside enemy territory, especially against a regular
enemy force which is invading from across the border.

3. Attacking enemy bases in his rear, both inside the country [Palestine] and across its borders.

4. Counterattacks will generally proceed as follows: a force the size of a battalion, on average, will carry



out a deep infiltration and will launch concentrated attacks against population centers and enemy bases
with the aim of destroying them along with the enemy force positioned there;

alternatively, this force may split up to carry out secondary operations, such as acts of sabotage and
diversion on the enemy's military transportation routes and arteries.

5. A detailed list of counterattacks will be included in the [list of]8  operational targets of the Strategic
Mobile Force [PALMACH].

4. Duties of the Armed Services

(a) Allocation of duties in the fixed defensive system:

1. The following duties are the responsibility of the Garrison Force [KHIM],9  defense of the zones and of
isolated and fortified posts and formation of the regional reserves.

2. Within the framework of the fixed defensive system, the Field Force [KHISH],10 are responsible for
the following duties:

 

Operations to block enemy transportation routes. For this purpose, every blocking
operation will be assigned, on the basis of its importance and type, a specified Field
Force unit whose size is appropriate to the nature of the mission.

In addition, the Field Force brigade in question will be responsible for duties related to
consolidating the fixed defensive system, as outlined in section 3 (b).

3. In special and exceptional circumstances, Field Force units may be positioned in the regions or
zones, or in isolated and fortified positions, in order to reinforce zonal or regional defense. Efforts must
be made to decrease the number of such cases, as far as possible.

4. In addition to the duties detailed above, the Field Force's responsibilities within the fixed defensive
system generally consist in mounting local counterattacks involving units no smaller than company
(larger units should be used if possible) against enemy units while they are attacking the fixed defensive
system in order to block their lines of retreat and destroy them. These counterattacks will usually be
launched from fixed operational bases which will be specified for the Field Force in the context of the
duties for which it is responsible in the region as a whole. These instructions require that the Field Force
units be concentrated as much as possible, and not be divided up into secondary units.

5. The chain of command in the cases mentioned above will be in accordance with Addendum 1 to the
Order concerning Regional Infrastructure, November 1947.

6. If the blocking system (which the Field Force is responsible for defending) is incorporated into the
zonal or regional defensive system, the commander of the Field Force battalion concerned will appoint
the commander in charge of the entire defensive system.

(b) In addition to the duties assigned to the Field Force brigade in question concerning the consolidation
of the fixed defensive system, the brigade will also carry out the following duties:

Consolidation of positions in the cities.

Control of main transportation arteries country-wide.

Encirclement of enemy cities.



Occupation and control of enemy frontline positions. This will be effected in
accordance with the operational duties assigned to the various Field Force
brigades.11

In order to carry out any or all of these duties, the supreme command can assign units of the Strategic
Mobile Force [PALMACH],12 which constitute the country-wide reserves, to the Field Force.

2. During the implementation of joint missions with the Field Force, units of the Strategic Mobile Force
[PALMACH] will fall under the command of the Field Force brigade that controls the area in which these
units are operating.

3. After completion of the mission, the units of the Strategic Mobile Force [ PALMACH] will rejoin the
country-wide reserves.

4. Efforts must be made to ensure that the period during which units of the country-wide reserves are
assigned to the Field Force is as short as possible.

(c) 1. The Strategic Mobile Force [PALMACH] is responsible for carrying out counterattacks inside and
outside the borders of the country.

2. The supreme command may reduce the number of duties assigned to one or another of the Field
Force brigades as it sees fit ( i.e. those related to the siege of enemy cities, control of transportation
routes and occupation of frontline positions) and allocate them directly to the Strategic Mobile Force
[PALMACH] instead.

(d) The various departments and services of the general staff are required to complete the above
planning orders in their various areas of responsibility and to present the plans to the Field Force
brigades.

===== Notes ===========

1. This is Plan Gimmel or Plan C.

2. This is an early version of Plan D, so called after Yehoshua Globerman, a Haganah commander killed
in early December 1947. Plan D itself was finalized on 10 March, 1948.

3. This was a British-commanded and financed army of King 'Abdallah's Transjordan, units of which
served in Palestine under British army orders until the end of the mandate on 15 May 1948. .

4. Sharon is the coastal plain between Haifa and Tel Aviv, Emek Hefer being its central section (in Arabic
Wadi al-Hawarith).

5. The two others are Jerusalem and Haifa.

6. These "police stations" were in fact fortresses, fifty of which were built by the British throughout
Palestine after the Arab rebellion of 1936-39 in order to control the Arab population.

7. In the original translation, the word `srika' was translated as "combing." The reference is to a search
for hostile forces.

8. This list is not in the Hebrew original of this document.

9. [KHIM ] is short for Khayl Matzav, the second line troops. By fall 1947, they numbered about 32,000.
See Khalidi, From Haven to Conquest, 862. {Israeli sources give much lower numbers - A.I.)

10. KHISH is short for Khayl Sadeh, the front line troops. By I May 1948, they numbered about 30,000.
See Khalidi, From Haven to Conquest, 861.{Israeli sources give much lower numbers - A.I.)

11. See Appendix C, below (A.I. - Not included in the Web version ).

12. PALMACH is short for Plugot Machats, i.e., crushing battalions. By spring 1948. this force was made



up of three brigades (Yiftach, Harel, and HaNegev) numbering just above 8,000 men. See Walid Khalidi,
From Haven to Conquest (Washington: Institute for Palestine Studies, 1987), 861. (The Palmach was
originally formed with the intention of repelling an invasion from Vichy-controlled Syria - A.I.)

Sources: MidEast Web, Translated from Sefer Toldot Hahaganah (History of  the Haganah).
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